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1. Introduction 
Twentieth-century theorists of action commonly defined action as a 
purposeful process towards the attainment of goals. Thus the proto同
type of an actor was imagined to be a person who is driven by one 
or several motives to accomplish one or several goals that the per-
son has set before the action began.1 The measure of success then is 
the degree by which the actor accomplished the goal or goals 
through the application of appropriate means. As long as they take 
place in a social context， actions are believed to be rational if and as 
long as the degree of success in the choice of appropriate methods to 
attain the set goal or goals can be measured independent of the ac-
tor's beliefs. Max Weber promoted the use of the term end-
rationality (Zweckriαtionalitat) for this notion of action.2 These theo声
*1 would like to thank Profes白orYoshiki Morimoto for his insightful comments 
on an earlier version of this essay. 
1 Talcott Parsons， Edward A. Shils， A General Theory 01‘Action (Cambridge， MA， 
1951)， p. 53-69 [4山 ed.1959].
2 See: Max Weber， Wirtschαt llnd Gesellschaft， book 1， paragr. 1， section 1-2， 5 
th ed. Studienausgabe， ed. by Johannes Winckelmann (Tubingen， 1980)， p. 1-2. 
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ries have been characterised by their lack of historicity， that is， 
their proponents have been inclined to assume that their theories 
define general principles of the conduct of actions with purportedly 
universal validity across cultures and periods.3 This assumption is， 
however， far from obvious or self-evident. This is so not only be-
cause the possibility of establishing universally valid rationality cri-
teria has been called into question by cognitive anthropologists，4 but 
also， and more fundamentally， because there is no prima facie justi-
fication for the matter可 f-factlydone association of the rationality of 
action with goal-attainment. Why does the rationality of an action 
have to be determined in relation to the degree of successful accom・
plishment of one or several predetermined goals? Conversely， why 
are actions irrational if they are focused merely or mainly on their 
processes， with goal-attainment being of no or only subsidiary sig-
C五forlater versions of the theory which placed more emphasis than Weber on 
the interconnectedlless of goal-makillg and goal-attainment: Alfred Schutz， 
“Choosing among Project.'J of Action"， in: Schutz， Collected Papers， vol. 1: The 
Problem of Social Reality， ed剛 byMaurice Natanson (Th町 Ha♂1e，1973)， p.73 
!first published in: Philosophy and Phenomenological Reseαrch 12 (1951)]. 
Mancur Olson， The Logic of Collectiue Action (Cambridge， MA， 1965). Cf. for rか
views of these theories: Roland Bernecker， Art.“Handlungstheorie"， in: Gert 
Ueding， ed.， Historisches Warterbuch der Rhetorik， vol. 3 (Tubing日n，1996)， col. 
1286・1297.Rainer Dobert， _Max Webers Handlungstheorien und die Ebenen 
des Rationalitatskomplexes‘， in: Johanne自Wei自由， ed.， M間 Weber heute. Er-
trage und Probleme der Forschung <Frankfurt， 1989)， p. 210・249.Helmut 
Girndt， Art. _ Handeln， soziales“， in: Joachim Ri抗告r，ed.， HistorischωWorter-
bllCh der Philosophie， vol. 3 (Basle， Stuttgart， 1974)， col. 994時996.Friedrich 
Kaulbach， Einfuhrung in die Philosophie des Hαndelns CDarmstadt， 1982). Hans 
Lenl王， ed.， Handlllngstheorie interdiziplinar， 4 vols in 6 partl句(Munich，1977欄
1981). Hans Posner， ed.， Philosophische Probleme des Handelns (Freiburg， 1982). 
Alan R. White， ed.， The Philosophy of Action (London， 1968). Johanne田Winckel-
mann， Helmut Gimdt， Walter M‘Sprondel， Das soziαle 1[，αndeln als Grllndkαte. 
gor悶 erfahrllngswissenschaftlicherSoziologie (Tubingen， 1967). 
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nificance? Or， historically speaking， s.ince when and under whおh
condition did the assumption receive support and credibility that all 
rational actions must be end-rational actions? 
In the following essay、Iintend to outline the conditions under 
which these questions may be answered. .My attempt to historicise 
the concept of rational aetion is meant to be a eontributioll to the 
history of ethies. From the point of view of the history of actioll， 1 
defille ethies broadly as the field of illquiry into thεintercollllected-
ness of actions with vallles， no1'ms and 1'ules. 1 shall aq，>ue that 1'a句
tiollal action was beginning to be t1'ansformed from a mainly 
process-related to a mainly goal-oriented concept during the ninth 
and tenth centuries. I shall adduee泊upportiveevidenee f1'om late 
l Most radieally Arthur Coleman D司ntoぅr1nalyticuji'hilo80phy 01ιAction (Cam-
bridge. 1973). See also: Jef也、eyFriedman， e(L， The Ratiolla! Choice Controuers;v 
(New Haven， London. 1996). Leif LωNin， Evert ¥ledungモ eds，Politicsαs Ratio/la! 
Action (Dordl'echt， BORton， 1980). For criticism of thと analytic且1philosophy of 
aetion see: Annette Baier.“Intcntion， Pradica! Knowludge， and Represl>nta-
tion"， in: Nigles Brand， Dougla日Walton，ed札 AcuonThωrv. Prl創刊dingso(the 
Winnipeg Con(erence on Hwnan Action. Held a Winnipeg， lVlanitoba， Ca/lada， 9-
11 May 1975 (Dordrecht， Boston， 1976)， pp. 27-43. Baier，“Auf der Suche nach 
Basis-Handlun芯en"，in: Georg MeggJe， ed.， An出lyli刷。heHandlu/l討バbe訓 hrcilmJ1.ゐ
gen， vol. 1 (Frankfurt， 1977)， pp. 1:37-162. Margaret Levi，‘A Model， a Method 
and a Map. Ra討tiωo例ma必lC刊:プ~hoωicωe in Co例問I口m】paraミ託必t討血iれ、ve乱削n吋dHiぬ?侶仰号北抑t<知o月庁汎Iγ礼匂'icaJPe引r悶.唱S叩pe凹?ズ児c士tiv刊e
Mark Irv吋ingLichbach， Alan S. Zuckerman， eds， Comparative Politics. Ratio!1al-
ity， Culture and Stractu間 (Cambl'id耳e，1997). pp. 19-41. Th山地 islitle aware 
ness among historians of the historicity of the concept of aetion. For 011(;， Rich-
ard van Dulmen， in his introd山知rysurvcy llistorische Anthmpologie， :2吋 ed
(Cologne号 2001)[first published (Colognp， 2000)]， categorises the human being a呂
an actor in history but does not rdlect on tbe histol'y of attion. 
4 See: Clif()rd Geertz，“The Way We Think Now. Toward an Ethnography ()f 
Modern Thought"， in: Gem仏 LoculKl山 tυledge(Iパmdon，1993、p.147 -16il Ifirst 
published (New York， 1983)1. Chl'istopher Robert Hallpike， Die Gl'undla収('1 des 
primitiuen Denkens (Munich、1990l， pp. 567 -56R I!i I'Iltpublished (Oxf¥wd、lfJ79ll.
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Carolingian polyptyques and correlate this evidence with findings 
from other early medieval normative and narrative sources， among 
them eccle日iasticalcanons， exegeses of the Book of Genesis and a 
variety of historiographical writings. 
2. St，αndards of communication， sociαlorg，αnisation， modes 
。"behαviourαndthe concept of action in the eαrly Middle 
Ages 
One context in which the goal輔attainmentof action receives signifi-
むancein its own right is communication by way of writing. This is 
so because the authoring and sending of written messages are ac明
tions proceeding at a place and at a time that differ from the place 
and time at which the messages are communicated to their recipi-
ent or recipients. As the recipients of written messages are not con-
sidered to be present at the place and the time when the messages 
had been written， on principle， neither can the number of recipients 
of the messages be determined nor can the place and time be pre喝
cisely predicted at which the recipient or recipients will obtain the 
messages. Thus， under the premise of written communication， the 
goal of the communicative action， namely the provision of informa-
tion to one or several recipients， and the process of authoring and 
sending messages occur in different spatial， temporal and， conse-
quently， also social contexts. The difference of space， time and social 
setting can alter the information provided through written mes-
sages and thus transform the goal or goals of the action. As authors 
of written messages are normally aware of this potential， they try to 
establish probability calculations about the possibility of changes 
between their own spatial， temporal and social setting and those of 
the expected 01" intended recipients. For example， most senders of 
The Tsukuba University Journal of Law and PoliticぉNo.32.2002
written messages have demands for and thus make assumptions 
about the length of time usually needed for transmission and recep司
tion， they choose the medium of transmission， which is most likely 
to meet their demands， and they make provisions for the eventual-
ity that the demands can not be met.' 
These calculations imply that authors and senders of written mes-
sages can and usually will differentiate between the goal or goals 
they pursue at the time of writing and the likelihood that these 
goals can be attained in the spatial， temporal and social setting in 
which the messages wiU be received. The possibility of differentiat-
ing between a goal or goals directly associated with the processes of 
action， in this case， the writing of messages， and the goal or goals to 
be attained through the reception of the messages opens a wide 
range of manipulations， from the tuking of precautionary measures 
in the case that the message arrives too late to the deliberate con回
cealing and purposeful misstatement of the author's goal or goalsω 
the recipient. As most wentieth-century theorists of action take for 
granted their assumption that persons must set the goal 01' goals of 
their actions by themselves， these observations apply not only to the 
， See for the debate on the consequences of literacy: Florian Coulmas， Ubel 
Schrift (Frankfurt， 1981)胃Klaus Duwel， "Buchstabenmagie und Alpha-
betzauber“， in: Fruhmittelalterliche Studien 22 (1988)， pp. 70-110. Duwel， "Epi均
graphische Zeugnisse fur d柑 Machtder Schrift im ostlichen Frankenrcich"， in: 
Die Franken. Wegbereiter Europas， ed. by Karin von Welckヲ AlfrcdWieczorek， 
Hermann Ament (Mainz， 1996)， pp. 540-552. Christine Ehler， Ursul呂 Schaefer，
eds， Verschriftung und Verschriftlichung (Tubingen， 1998). Jack Goody， Ian 
Watt，岬rheConsequences of Literacyヘin:ComparatIvl' ，(ヨtudiesin Socil'tγand 
History 5 (1963)， pp. 304-345. Clemens M. Kaspar et al.， eds， Viva vox et ratio 
scripta. Mundliche und schrifUiche Kommunikationsformen un Mo孔chtumdes 
Mittelαlters (Munster， 1997) (Vita re停llaris.5) Brigitte Kasten， . Erbrechtliche 
Verfugungen des 8. und 9. Jahrhunderts. Zu耳leichein Bpitrag zur Organisation 
und zur Schriftlichkeit bpi dcr Verwaltung adeliger Grundherrschaften am 
pq 
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exchange of mes品ageshut to a variety of other types of action as 
wellヲnamfl!ythe produdion of tradable goods， the movement of per-
sons and Objflcts as well as the generation and transmission of in-
formation in general， a!to祭むthercore aspects of social action at large. 
1n a1 these case詰， actol'S are beli台vedor expected to make decisions 
in given situations a加utthe appropriate processes to accomplish 
the goals of their actiollH in future situations. Consequently， the 
measuremel1t of success il1 the attainment of the goals of action de-
mands situations in which not onJy thむ ac印1'sbut also other per峨
sons can observe the actions 1.mder way and can thus make judg-
ments about the degreと ofgoal-attainment. 1'heち situationsthus 
have to be one出 inwhich eommunication between the acto1's and ob-
servmg per呂ons1岳 Were actions not connected with com-
municativ記 situation出包 8u('h a巴 dreaming 01' wandering 
about in desぞ!'tいd礼投岳、れひむommUDlむおtiOlbetwee.n the actors and 
theiγ 日ocialenvIronment were 正md，hflnce， no one would be 
able to pa沿メ
whether goal 01" 
as士訪日む士he1'th拾aetionstook place at a1 or 
a:-;sociated with them were aceomplished. 
I-oweveれ actionsdo not 作ccurinぉituationswhere literacy is 
the standard of communication within and ac1'oss group日.Instead， 
in groups in whieh orality is the standard of communication the 
situational contexts of actions are different f1'om those in g1'oups 
B剖わ叶!一1礼18凶1deωと討;Gγ品{長('初、リ1日1μIe伐tじぽ壱Tじ討、'da立s1臼hlげ明ねd
/戸uげrH凸{門3叱clんtI付.)，~必凶J収'e坑町!ん訂chtたぞ吟， (心 γHl[Ui!おtむ1剖J1<'υAb刈teih叫山l日n以ぷ 107 (1990的)， p. 236-338. Hagen 
KeωHいct'
26 (はl.92)λ‘pp亀 1，31. Ro自主mondMcKitteriιk， The Cal'Olingians and the Written 
Word (Cambrid品e，19891.品lcKit川市ick，ed.， 1'h(' Us目。{'Literacy i12 Early Medie， 
uαI El1ropど {Can-lbri.dgl¥19891. lJrsula Schaef(~r，紅i ‘ Schrilìl紅白hheit im 1;・uhen
Mittelalter (Tubingen， 199;3). Hudolf Schietfer， ed.， ~ヲchriftkultur、山td Reichsver-
li辛口ltungunter den Iun刊lingernIOpladen， 1996) 
?????
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with literacy as the standard ofむommunication."One core diflerence 
is that oral communication requires theむommunicatingpersons to 
be present simultaneously at the same spot and、inthese situations， 
1比timp抑os悶siぬbletωo isolate the s叩po味k王e印nwo併)fd仇日 f分τ刊οmtけh狩eother巴∞ommιU1
t討ivesigns or s討ignals呂 thatcommunlcat“ing p世ωr白on昂 sendout‘Among 
these other signs and signals， often 80即called勺}on-verbal"，gestures， 
rituals， bodi1y bearing， postures and movements are in prominent 
r01es. 1n orally communicating groups， these signs and signa1s， to-
gether with the verbal messages， constitute inLegrated processes of 
communicative action in which the processes of action necessarily 
receive a larger share of attention than the accomplishment of set 
goa1s. Likewise， the hazard that the me自sagesmay not reach the re哨
cipients and potentia1 of manipulating messages by pretending false 
intentions are minimal as there i日noor litle time gap between the 
sending and the reception of the messagω. Although purposeful 
misunderstandings are， obviously， possible， as integrated processes 
of communicative action can be faked‘it i日moredi出cultto fake an 
integrated process of communicative actおnin its entirety than it is 
to make a purposefully false statement in a written document.7 1f 
actors in orally communicating groups have less incentive to focus 
their actions on the accomplishment of set goaIs， itbecomes difficult 
旬 hypothesisethat the purposeful setting of goals is generally a 
mandatory part of actions. Instead， itmust be admitted that actors 
can believe that they are accomplishing goal日whichothers have set 
6 See for recent studies on orality in the Middle AgeH: Harald Kleinschmidt， 
“Wordhord onleac. Bemerkungen 2u1' Geschichte de1' sprechsprachlichen Kom-
munikation im Mittelaltc1''， in: Hisforisches ，J日hrbuch108 (1988)‘p. 37-62. 
Kleinschmidt， “Die Bedeutung der Historischen Verhaltensf(jrおじhungfur die 
Geschichte de1' Unterschichten im Mittelalter七 Wegezm Geschichte der 
日prechsprachlichenKommunikation"， in: ly.lediaeualiαhi日fο1'icaso/zemica 1 
(1991)， S.317-354. Katherine O'Brien O'Keeffe， Vi公ihleSOllg (Camhridge， 1990) 
I'lJ 
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for them， or they can take the view that goal-attainment is a mar-
ginal or irrelevant aspect of their actions. In these cases， which 
were frequent in the history of early medieval Europe，8 process-
orientation overwhelms goal叫 tainmentin the conceptualisation of 
actions. If process-orientation is considered to be more important 
than goal-attainment， itis inappropriate for theorists of action to 
demand or expect that the success of such actions should be meas-
ured solely in terms of the degree of goal-attainment.9 In summary， 
there are empirical cases of situations in which the rationality of ac-
tions can or may be determined not merely through judgments of 
success of goal-attainment but mainly through observations of the 
continuity and consistency of the processes of actions. These situ-
ations dominate in orally communicating groups. 
Michael Richter， The Oral Tradition in the EmかMiddleAges (Turnhout， 1994) 
(Typologie des sourωs du Moyen Ag日occidental.71.) Richter，“Die‘Entdeckung' 
der Oralitat der mittelalter1ichen Gesell自cha此 durchdie neuere Medi晶vistik"，
in: Han自給WernerGoetz， ed.， Die Aktllalitat des Mittelaltel's (Bochum， 2000)， pp. 
273-285. Werner Rocke， Ursula Schaefer， eds， Mundlichkeit -Schr情lichkeit-
Weltbildwandel (Tubingen， 1996). Ursula Schaefer， ed. Vokalιtat. Altenglische 
Dichtllng zwischen Mundlichkeit und Schri.βlichkeit (Tubingen， 1992). Hann泊a 
Vollra抗th，..Da悩日 M似it悦tela討lt旬erin der Typ戸ik0即rale併rGe倒sellschaf免Eぬ恐n
Ze剖itおschrげ.ゴifβ~ 233 (1981幻l，pp. 571・594.
7 See: Harald Kleinschmidt， "The Fragmentation of the Integrated Process of 
Communicative Action. Notes on the Conceptual HistOlγof Communication in 
Medieval Europe"， in: NOWELE fNorthwest Elll'Opean Langllage EvolutionJ 35 
(1999)， pp. 77-114. 
諸島e:Harald Kleinschmidt，官stheticsand Ethics"， in: 助成/JJf'~24 (2002)， pp. 
173喝198.
" Such ωncepts of action have frequ昔前lybeen referred to under the label of 
magical beliefs. See on the problem of the definition of magic: Valerie Irene 
Jean Flint， The Rise of Magic in Early Medievα1 Ellrope (Princeton， 1991). Rich-
ard Kieckhefer， Magic in the Middle Ages (Cambridge 1989). Kieckhefer，“The 
Specific R柑 onalityof Medieval Magic"， in: Americαn Historical Review 99 
(1994)， p.813-836. Harald Kleinschmidt，“Magie des Sprechens. Pladoyer fur 
einen historischen Magiebegriff'， in:絞史人数 24(1996)， S.3-26. 
???
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Another feature of twentieth白centurytheories of action relates to 
the criteria for the measurement of success. Twentieth-century 
theorists of action maintain that actions are successful if the actors 
make sufficient efforts to choose the appropriate means to accom-
plish the set goal or goals and actually accomplish them or at least 
control the situation to the extent that the accomplishment of the 
goal or goals can continue to be expected. HI Thus the conditions of 
success are， first， that one or several goals have been set by the ac-
tors before the beginning of the action; second， that the actors are 
motivated to make their own efforts to accomplish the goals; third， 
that the means chosen for the accomplishment of the goals can be 
found to have been adequate; and， finally， that the fact of the ac-
complishment of the goals can be ascertained畠 Theactors' motiva-
tion to accomplish one or several set goals thu日takesa central posi-
tion among the criteria for the mf)aSUrement of the success of ac-
tions. Motivation in this context means the self-controlled mobi1isa-
tion of energies by the actors even if m川ivatIonmay be， and fre-
quently is， assumed to be sparked by exogenous factors.ll Neverthe-
less， the expectation is that the actors avail themselves of the physi-
cal and mental energies contained in their bodies to the end of ac司
complishing the goal 01' goals， which they have themselves set for 
their actions. In other words， current theories of actiol1 rest on the 
assumption that successful action i臼determinableon the grounds of 
the actors' perceptible wi1lingness and capability to mobilise and ef-
fectively use the physical and mental energies contained in their 
bodies. This expectation has been termed an autodynamic mode of 
behaviour.'" The autodynamic mode of behaviour i日astandard for 
the measurement of the success of action， which gives priority to 
??
、 、
?、 、 、 、 ， ，
? ?
? ， ? ， ? ? ? ?
[Il Weber (note 2)， cap. 1， paragr二1，seetion 4， p.3 
Il Peter乱1.Gollwitzer， Ab即日genund Planen. BewlIsstsein in verschiedenen 
Handlungsphαsen (Gottingen， 1992) 
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impacts by actor日ontheir physieal and social envil'onment over the 
1'evel'日eimpacts from thc physical and削 cialenvi1'onments on acto1's. 
Autodynamic modes of behaviou1' are thus at tlw very bottom of in-
dividualistic attitude詰 thatplnむepersons prima1'ily in competition 
with othe1's、anticipatf、thelikelihood of eonf1icts of inte1'ests and 
pOWul' strugglむsbetwe芯npersons as individuals and the soCIeties of 
which they happened to be membe1'S and demand that， in these con-
flicts and struggles， the interεsts and desi1'es of individuals should 
be givcn prio1'ity over the demands of society.'" 
The belief that action as social aetion should take place in societies 
as hie1'archically stratified and territorially demarcated social 
groups with claims towa1'ds exc1usive membe1'白hip"came into exis-
tence only towards the end of the eighteenth century15 and can thus 
not be taken fo1' granted fo1' previous periods. lnstead， the Latin 
円 800fo1' an explication of the tcrn1: August Nitschke， KUllst und Vel'lwlten 
(Stuttgart， 1972). The demand that person日shouldthoir own physical and intel-
ledual energies and that self-controlled action i5 the epitome of lifc is of course 
older. For an explicit ninet刊誌lth-く;entul'Ysource see; C乱rlWenceslaus von Rot-
teck， Carl 'fheodOl' Welcker、ed仇 DasStaats-Lexikonラ同conded.， vol. 3 (Altona， 
1846)， p.105 Ireprサ ed.by Hartwig Brandt (1"1'証nkfurt，1990)J. 
1:1 John Stuart Mi!l， Considcrutlons on Representatiue Gouernment tLondon， 
1861)， p. 146時147lropr. <Buffalo， 199111. 
，.， 'fheoretically ar符Ul'dby: Pa川r時顎唱おO!l臼s/Shi叫1孔s民，
The杭?托仁日)1:ツy(nοte 1)人， pp‘ 192-196. Cf. f()]' a roncurring statement by an anthropolo-
gist: Fredrik Barth， Models 01' S，.cial Organizalion (レmdon，1966) (Royal An-
thropological Institlte. OceasionaJ Paper 23.) 
?? ?? 、 、
?
?
↑ ，
?? 日仏当stdocumented in: ，Johann Gottlieb I"ichte， Der geschlossne Handel開 ta.at
('fubingen， 18(0)， N守W 刷:!itionin: Fichte， W引-ke1800 -"1801， ed. by Reinhard 
Lauth， Hans Gliwitzky (Stuttgart， Hl吊8)，pp. 1-141 (Fichte. Gesamtausgabe. 1 
7.) See on the emergence of the concept ()f soeiety in: Man仕ed，Riedel， Art.“Ge-
sellschaft/Gemein日chaft"，in: Otto Brunner，羽Terner腎 Conze，Reinhart Koselleck， 
eds， Ge'schichtliche Grundbegrifle， vol. 2 (Stuttgart， 1975)， pp. 830-848守
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word societαs as well as its derivatives and variants in the vernacu-
lar languages carrγwith them a wide variety of meanings during 
the European Middle Ages but did not usually denote societies in 
the understanding of twentieth-century theory of action.16 Indeed， a 
generic term for smaller or larger assemblies of people did not exist 
before the coming in use of the word group， which suddenly ap-
peared from unknown origins in the late Middle Ages.17 The linguis咽
tic evidence points to the existence of complex agglomerations 
where groups were. primarily not hierarchically stratified and ter・ri-
torially demarcated but vertically arrayed and could overlap in 
terms of membership through the admission of multiple loyalties. In 
Europe， kin groups， neighbourhood groups， groups established by 
contracts， political groups established by adherence to beliefs in 
common tradition日 aswell as social group唱 asgroups established 
and maintained by legal codes were the most prominent types of 
groups during the Middle Ages whereas others， such as age groups 
or to卸mgroups appear to have been of no more than marginal as 
loyalty-commanding and identity-conveying institutions.18 The com-
petition among these types of groups allowed persons a higher 
amount of membership choices and oftered more membership alter-
natives than twentieth欄centurysocial theory would admit.19 In an 
array of various types of groups， itwas difficult for a person to be-
come a complete outsider or outlaw if these terms are understood to 
16 For source日 see:Harald Kleinschmidt， Understαnding the Middle Ages 
(Woodbridge， 2000)， p.91. 
17 Connected with such words as Engli日hcrop and German Krippe. See: Niels 
Kranemann， Uber den Gebrauch des Wortes Krippe im 8.日chbereichder Ufer-
befestigung， Phil. Dis. (Munster， 1958)， p. 107-112. 
18 Kleinschmidt， Understanding the Middle Ages (note 16)， p.90. 
19 Explicitly in: Nik1as Luhmann， 80ziale Systeme (Frankfurt， 1987)， p. 268由
269 [first published (Frankfurt， 1984)]. 
?
??、 ? 、
?
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imply that a persou has cancelled core group memberships or has 
been expelled from co1'e g1'oups. lndeed， the wo1'd “outlaw" appeared 
in English 0叫yin the eleve此hcentury"" whe1'eas， inthe early Mid同
dle Ages， even expulsion f1'om one type of group， such as a kin 
g1'oup， a 1'a1'ely 1'eco1'ded measu1'e anyway， could have been compen-
sated by joining anothe1' type of g1'oup， such as a group by con-
tract." The implication is that the belief that actions must be pur-
posefully di1'ected at either confi1'ming 01' contending social hie1'a1'-
chies is applicable only unde1' the premise of the existence of socie-
ties as a specific and， fo1' that l11atter， recent type of social g1'oup 
which rules out a situation where several types of groups can com開
pete for membership and loyalties町 lnsituations of the latter type， a 
person's action must be focused in te1'ms of p1'ocess and goal on the 
group of which the actor is a l11ember 01' otherwise must switch 
group membership. Orality as a standa1'd of communication and 
ve1'tical coordination as a principle of social organization are thus 
cOl11patible as far as the conceptualisation of action as primarily 
process-oriented is concerned. But they contradict key assumptions 
on which twentieth-巴centurytheories of action are built. 
In vertically arrayed groups in which orality is the standard of com-
munication the autodynamic mode of behaviour does not necessarily 
provide for the most important criteria for the measurement of the 
success of actions. This is臼obecause， ifvarious types of groups com-
pete fo1' the loyalties of the members， the integration of persons into 
groups is an essential condition for the continuity of the institu幽
?
? ? ?
、 ? ? ? 、
???
?
， ?
?????
却 Lα/VSof Cllut， cap. H/31， 2， ed. by Felix Liebermann， Die Gesetze der Angel-
sachsen， vol. 1 (Halle， 1903)， p.336. 
之IThe pre-Alfredian EngJ出hlaws knew of expulsion only in cases of aliens with 
deviant behavi()ur. See: Laws of' Wihtred of' Kellt， cap. 4， 28， ed. by Liebermann， 
Gesetze (note 20)， p. 12， H. 
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tional structure of the groups. Consequently， the bonds and ties 
among group members are stronger in vertically arrayed types of 
groups than in hierarchically stratified societies that demand exclu-
sive membership. Moreover， group members who are dissatisfied 
with the conditions of their lives in one type of group will more eas-
ily switch to another type of group rather than manifesting their 
own interests and desires against those of the group. Consequently， 
the mutual dependence of the group members on support from their 
group as well as of the group on support from its members forms 
the basis for a mode of behaviour acco1'ding to which the criteria for 
the measurement of the success of action are more frequently in四
formed by the degree by which persons can avail themselves of the 
supportive energies provided by other group members rather than 
on the ene1'gies contained in their own bodies. Likewise， pe1'sons as 
membe1's in vertically arrayed types of groups will more readily as-
sume that their chances for acting successfully increase by the ex-
tent that they are capable of availing them目。lvesof these exogenous 
supportive energies， and they will even expect that the goals for 
their actions might more frequently be determined by other g1'oup 
members or be 1'egarded as givens than 1'esulting f旨omtheir own 
free will. This mode of behaviour has been termed heterodynamic， 
suggesting that persons regard themselves primarily as members of 
groups and only secondarily as individuals."" Heterodynamic modes 
require elaborate processes of communication fo1' the purpose of 
maintaining the group st1'ucture and are thus not only compatible 
with vertically arrayed groups in which orality is the standard of 
communication but they also rest on the actors' expectation that 
process時orientation of action is a salient condition for goal-
attainment and thus demand that a high deg1'ee of attention should 
出 Nitschke，Kunst (note 12) 
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be given to the proces日esof actions. For acto1's in these situations， it
wiU be perfectly rational to measure the success of thei1' actions in 
te1'ms of process-01'ientation rathe1' than goal-attainment.2'l 
The hete1'odynamic mode of behaviour was appropriate at a time 
when， as in late Antiquity and the early Middle Ages， migration 
loomed large， Against social and physical environments， which were 
frequently perceived aぉhost1]etowards the lives of persons and the 
conduct of human actions，" actors pr・eferredto rely on support 合om
other group members 01' even divine and other superhuman agents 
and seel王favour乳bleconditicms for thei1' actions rathe1' than placing 
p1'io1'ity on the use of their own phy叫caland mental energies. This 
preference was 
gration 
at times of f1'equent long-distance mi-
while on the movむ司 飢え mif，'lantswould be 
more chrectJy expo引 [;0the hazards pe!でく.~1 も7l，d 01' imag'ined to ema由
nat心泊、omtheir social and physical 廿onment日.lVioreove1'， some of 
the g1'oup miばrationsaす出合 tImecould continue beyond the Iifetime 
of a pe1'son and、 i土wa昆mandatoryfiw the mig1'ants at 
日お pointof timεto act in 日 tl司合 continuity of their integra-
tion into a group strudure that could be expected to last beyond 
thei1' 1i色町;pan"Suむhwas the demand fi1'呂tand fo1'emのおtduring the 
pe1'iod between the f(m1'th設ndthe seventh centuries when a pleth-
o1'a of small group思 across the weste1'n po1'tion of 
thEちEurasIan contincnね1bl王将k.A ]a1'gp numbe1' of placp-names in 
the no1'them and weば〈マnpなrtおりfthe Roman Empire reco1'd settle-
ment活 atwhich t1校総 migrant日 eventuallye日tablishedthemsplves. 
Many of thr刑: namesγcflect struetu1'es of autollomously acting 
"，' Contra.可t，o，J urgPl H"品benl1at'L Tht，()J'ù~ des korrunun訪日tiu!'nHandens， vol. 1，4 
th ecL IFrankfurt. 1987)， p" 33-44 ifirst publishecl (Fr乱nkfurt‘1981)].
山 Kleinschmidt. Underst仁川dingthe Middle Ages (note 16)， p" 36-46， 
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groups tied together through some kind of contractual agreements 
regarding the condition of membership， the purpose of the group ac-
tion and the expected reward日forthe members， Other place-names 
record groups constituted by joint experienc:es in the cour日記 of the 
migrations， beliefs in common desむentamong the migrants as well 
as adherence to comm.on traditions of some politiεal signiiic:ance.'" 
The 仕equencyof the日eplace-name丹 inareas， such as Britain， 
Swabia， Bavaria or the Rhine valley， where inァmigralノionis known 
to have occurred during these centuries， has putひnrecord the coex町
istence of these日everaltypes of gro臼P払 namelygroups by contract， 
kin groups， neighbourhood groups and groups with a common politi-
cal tradition， It i日 thereforepossible to むoncludothat the sociai 
structures 01' these groups impact邑dheavily on the actions of the 
settlers at places bearing their names and thus identifying・theset-
tlers as group members， 
As these settlement出weremostly 111 t1e heterody-
namic mode of behaviour was also apt to stimulate the willingness 
of group members to subject themseIves to the natural rhythms of 
growth and decay for the purpos約 of111設 optimaluse of the 
bounties of nature， That is to say， settled groups of agriculturalist日
preferred to organise themselve器 inaccordance with the臼easonal
rhythms rather than 1'e1y on trade for e:始entiaIcomm訂正litiesin 01'“ 
der to secure the provision of their daily need仇 sむttlementswere 
2叩乃 1ha口W、ver唱evi陀ewthe e帆3九、riden(む~e in託品〉庁rt仕hcoω11m区p口bliむatμiOJl: Kleω~ i心n日1δ出chmidt:，‘
Nam 巴England"， inじ:Ar，町c了hitι'叩e出仰?口沼s守(2001). 匂
四 Kleinschmidt，Understanding the Middiど./lt]'<，') tnotc ls)ヲ p.14-6-152， T'hi侭 IS
neither to say that trade was insignificant nor that trader討wereinactive at this 
time， Sufficient evidence exists proving that thi出 V1CW，日rticuI日ted今e!m(Jngothers‘ 
by Henri Pirenne is untenable， But， c!(うspitethe existenee of urban Cf、ntersin 
the Frankish kingdom and its dependenc問salnぅadyfrorn thc日。町、nthcentury， 
[JLJ 
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not “naturally affiuent""7 at this time but it was the prime goal of 
settlers to accommodate themselves with and adapt to the local con-
ditions of life as far as possible. There is ample archaeological evi-
dence from the fifth， sixth and seventh centurIes that road traffic 
dec1ined，剖 thatthe supply of goods of remote origin became less fre-
?????
、 、
?
?，?
trade fOClU柑don the pl'ovision of specialised 01' luxury goods， sometimes of re-
mote origin‘and some needs were provided for by migrant producers rather 
than trading products. See: li;lse EbeJ， ..Altnordische Quellen zu den skandinav・
ischen Handlerorganisationen"， in: Ebel， Herbert Jankuhn， eds， Untersuchun 
gen z!t Handel und Verhehr d，憎むor-und fruhgeschichtliche1! Zeit in品1itel-und 
Nordeurop臼， Part VI (Gottingenラ 1ヲ持9)町 pp.146-172 (Abhandlungen der Akade・
mie der Wissenschaften in Gりttingen，Philol.-Hi，.;t. Kl. :3. F. 183.) John Hines， 
. North-Sea-'l'rade al1d the Proto-Urban Sequcnce“， in: Arch臼eologiaPolonα:32 
(19D4)， pp. 7-2o. Richard Hodgesフ“1nthe Shadow uf Pirenne. San Vincenzo al 
Vo!turno and the Revival of Mediterranean Comm巴rce"，in: Riccardo Fran-
co、rich，G. Noye. eds、LaバtoriadeU‘Alto Mcdioe刊行alia即日laluce dθl' archeo-
logiα(Florencp， 1994)毛 pp.109-127. Ho正1ge討‘“HenriPirenne and the Questions 
01' Demancl in tbe Sixth Century"， in: Hodges， William Bowden， eds， The Sixth 
Centur:v (Leiden、Bけston，Colりgne，1998)， pp・:3-U，(The Transfonn且tionof the 
Roman World. 3.) f号、!en-OlofLindquist乍 BirgittaRadhe， edsヲ SοCle~y αnd 1干ade
in the Ba!tic during the Vihing Age (Visby， 1985) (Acta Visbyensia. 7.) Mercati e 
rnercanti nell・日ltomedioeuo lSpoleto， 1993) (Settimane di Rtudio clel Centro Ital・
iano di Studi sull' Alto Medioevo. 40.) D. M. Palliser， ed.， The Cambridge Urban 
HistOf:V of' Bru日inlCambrid係¥20(0). W. Prevenier， "Henri Pirenne et les villes 
des al1cIens Pays-Bas au Moyen Age"， in・AdriaanVerhulst， ed" La fortune his-
tnrHwr，αphiqTl(， d，刊 thesesd'Henri Pirenne. Act開 dl Colloque 1985 (Brussels， 
1986)喝 pp.27-GO (Archives et Bibliotheques de Belgique. 27， numero speciaJ.) 
Helmuth Roth， "Zum Handel der M出'owingerzeitauf Gl'Und ausgewahlter ar-
chaologiRcher (~u日llen" ， in: Klaus Duwel， Herbert Jankuhn， Harald Siems， 
Dietel' Timpe， edsラ Untc/'8uclwngenZIl H.日nde/IInd Verhehr der UOI'- u.nd fトuh-
HれchichtlichenZeil ;17 Milteιund Nordeuropα， Part II (Gottingen， 1D85)， pp. 
161-1H1 (Abhandlungen dur Akademi(、derWisscnschaften in Gottingen， PhiloJ.-
Hist. Kl. :3， F.150.) Heiko Steuer， etal.， Art. ..Handel“， in: Reallexihon der Ger-
manischen AltertumUW11dθ， second ed. (Bertin， Ncw York， lDD9l， pp. 542-544， 
548句月52
"， See fo1' this turm・MarshallD. Sahlins， 8tofle Age Ecoflom，ics (Chicago， lD72). 
、 、 ，??
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quentピ2却9and that Roman prof烏b凶日間sionaltra百derswere less prominen凶tin 
areas on the fringes or beyond t出heboundaries of the Roman Emp戸ir陀.喝e 
0ぱfAnt“iqu山lIt匂y
ric印ul比tu旧1汀raleconomies throughout the early Middle Ages and mer-
chandising of surplus products had been a common though not nec-
essarily regular practice.:l Howeve1'， much of this trade had been 
managed by rule1's 01' local lords似 andhad been used fo1' the p1'ovi帽
sion of luxu1'Y wa1'e， mainly on demand， rather than for the regular 
supply of daily commodities. 
See also Richard Hodges， Primitiue p，印刷ntMarhets (Oxford， 1988). Cf. on the 
subject matter fo1' the early Middle Ages: Wendy Davies， SmαI Worlds. The 
Vill日:geCommunity in EωfγMedieual Brittαny (Berkeley， Los Angeles， 1988). 
剖 B.H. St. John O'Neill， "Grim's Bank， Padworth， Berkshu・Q・.， in: Antiquity 27 
(1943)， pp. 188-195. William L Robertson IV， RomG/w-British Pottel:Y (Oxford， 
1982) (British Archaeological Reports. British Series. 106.) T. R. Slater， ed.， 
Towns in Decline. AD 100 ，-，1600 (Aldershot， 2000). 
Z!l See: Steuer， "Handel" (note 26)， pp. 542-544. Adriaan Verhulst， ..Der Handel 
im Merowingerreich'・， in: Antihual'isht Archiu :39， 1 (1970). 
jり See: Dietrich Claude， Der Handel im westlichen Mitte!meω'Wαhrend des 
Fruhmittelα:lt日百 (Gottingen，1985) (Abhandlungen der Akademie der Wissen-
schaften in Gιttingen， Philol.-Hist. Kl. 3. F'. 44‘= Untersuchungen zu Handel 
und Verkehr der vor-und fruhgeschichtlichen Zeit in Mittel-und Nordeuropa， 
Part II.l Wolfgang H. Fritze， UntersUChll71gen zur fi'iihslawischen und fruhfranh-
ischen Geschichte bis ins 7. Jahrhllndert， Phil. Diss. typescript (University of 
Marburg， 1952) Inewly ed. by Dietrich Kurze， Winfried Schich， Reinhard 
Schneider (F'rankfl.lrt， 1994)]. Peter Johanek， . Der .Aussenhandel' des Franken-
reichs der Merowingerzeit nach Norden und Osten im Spiegel der Schriftquel-
len“， in: Klau日Duwel，Herbert ，Jankuhn， Harald Siems， Dieter Timpe， eds， Un 
t四百llchungenZl Handcl und Verhehr der vor.μnd fi'uhgeschichtlichen Zeit in 
Mittel-und Nordeuropα， Part III IGottingen， 1985)， pp. 245-247 (Abhandlungen 
der Akademie der Wissensch白ftenin G品ttingen，Philol.-Hist. Kl. :3. F. 150.) 
:Jl Bruno Andreolli，“Tra podere e gineceo. Il lavoro delle donne nelle grandi az四
iende agrarie del' Alto Medioevo"， in: Gil.seppina Muzarelli， P品。laGaletti， B. 
Andreolli， eds， Donne e !auoro nell' 1talia medieuale (Turin， 1991)， pp. 29-40. 
Franz lrsigler， '‘Divites und pauper日inder Vita Meinwerciヘin:VierteV日hrss-
??
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3. Exegeses of the Boοk o/，Genesis αsα source on the medie-
vα1 theoη，ofaction 
Given these basic conditions， the question is which sources are 
available to provide evidence on heterodynamic modes of behaviour 
and the correlated proceSS-QI色ntednessof action in early medieval 
Europe. There are on principle two categories of sources relevant to 
this inquiry. Ono category ref1ects the theory of action， the other is 
about the tran日lationof the theory into practice. Sources on the 
early medieval theory of action are indirect in the sense that they 
u日uallydo not f()rm a coherent corpus of text focused exclusively on 
chrift fir Sozial-und Wirtscha{tsgeschichte 57 (1970)， pp. 449-499. 
" See， fo1' a piece 01' evidence， the charte1' in the nam凶 01'King Alfred ()f Wessex 
and Aethdred‘under-king 01' the Mercians， to Bishop Waerfrith ()f Worcester， 
AD 889， ed. by Walter de Gray Birch， Cartularium Sα'xurlIcwn， vol. 2， nO 561 
(London， 1887) Irepr判 (NewYo1'k， 1964)]. Cf. the charter by Emperor Otto H， 
dated 26 June 975 on Mag也debur耳traders，ed， by Theodor Sickel， Die Urlwnden 
Otto des [] (Berlin‘1888)‘nO 112哩 p.126 (IVIonumenta Germaniae Historica， 
Diplomata regum et imperato!'UlTI Germaniae. 2，1.) Occasionally， the polyp-
tyques contain ref(，nmceぉtomerchants. See， for example， the Saint-Germain-des 
戸Pr郎 Polyptyqlle.V/llO， fbl.101 v (ed. H註germann，note 73， p.38). See for stud.圃
ies of this fOl'm of tJ百de:Petcr ，Johanek，“Dcγ 什ankischeHandel der Karolin-
gerzeit im Spiegel der SchriftqueHen"， in: Kl且usDuwelヲHerbertJankuhn， Har-
ald Siems， Dieter Timpeラ cds‘Ulltersuchungenzu H，口ndelund Verkehr der vor-
und jruhg(消chichtlic白henZeit in Mittel-l/nd Nordeurop口， Part IV (Gottingen， 
1987i崎 pp.7-68 (Abhandl11ngen der Akademie der Wi臼senschaftenin Gりttingen，
Philol.-Hist. Kl. 3. F. 156.) Aclriaan Verhulst， "Der fI'[ihmittelalterliche Handel 
der Niederlande und d刊.'Fri<明。nhandulぺIII町 KlallSDuwel， Herbert Jankuhn， 
Harald Siems， Dieter Timpe， eds， Unter8Zlchllngen zu Handel und Verkehr der 
uor~ 川u1fhihgeschichtlichen Zωt山 lkfitel→ undNordeuropa， Part II (Gりttingen，
1985i， pp. 32-385 (Abhandlungen d肝 Akademic、derWissen日chaftin Gottingen， 
Philol.-Hist， Kl. a. F， liO.) 
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this isue.:I:l Therefore， the medieval theory of action has to be re-
constructed on the basis of sources concerned with particular kinds 
of actions. One type of such sources is commentaries on the creation 
myth recorded in the Book of Genesis. Within a Christian context， 
the earliest substantive:l4 commentary on Genesis Is to be found in 
the work of Augustine. In De Genesiαd litterαm， Augustine re-
flected on the Vulgate version of the myth， specifically the phrase 
“Deus dixit fiat lux" (God said: Let there be 1ight). In the opening 
passage of the Book of Genesis， the phrase follows a descriptive 
statement according to which the divinity created heaven and earth. 
Augustine focused on the meaning of the verb dixit (he said). He 
linked this word to a communicative situation in which the message， 
to which the word refers， should go fro11 the divinity to a recipient. 
Yet， according to the 111yth， there is no one to whom the divinity 
could have sent a 111essage， let alorw斜venan 0れたrto do something‘ 
Hence‘there was no one whoむouldh凡vecarried out the order of the 
divinity to create light. The problem Augustine raised was a twofold 
one: How could the divinity speak without there being a recipient 
of the message， and how couJd the divinity give an order if there 
was no one to ca1'1'y it outつ日 answe1's fbllowed f1'o11 his 
:J:J There is an interesting statement fhHl the eleventh century on the meaning 
of the word f.日間reby St An日elmof Canterbury who observed that this verb 
could be used to replace vi1'tually any other verb， and coneluded that facere 
th巴1'eforeis the most genω羽]expreぉsionf()l' doing‘Ans(ラ1mmade this observa-
tion in a fra日ment，which was left among his pap(，l"S in .Lambeth Palace and was 
published only in 19:36. See: Franciscus Sale訓usSehmitt Ein ncues unuollell 
detes Werk des Hl. Anselm uon Cantc/もuη!(Munster， UJ36l、p.25-ao CBeitrage 
zur Geschichte der Philo臼ophieund Theo]ogie de待Mittelalteγs.:3，2.) 
jl A brief commentary had previously b8en written by Ambrose， Hcxaemeron， 
cap. I13， ecl. by ，Jacques-Paul Migne， P，日troiοI，SJI，αecursus comph寸U8.Series Latina， 
vol. 14， col. 137-138. 
出 Au日ustine，De Genesi ad litteram， C叩 1/2-5，ed. by ，Jacqu側一PaulMigne， Pa. 
?????
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theology of the divine word.附 Heassumed that the divine word is si圃
multaneously divine and human and in no need of the differentia砂
tion between form and substance."ιTherefore， ac氾ording to 
Augustine， the divine word， unlike the human word， does not have 
to leave the speaker in order to go into the world but the divinity 
can be the undivided sender and recipient of a message. In his exe働
gesis of the creation myth， Augustine thus concluded that the divin-
ity needed no one as a recipient of a command. The creation was 
possible as a self-contained action， which had to be understood as 
an inteIlectual process and not as a physical generation. Whereas 
human action， in Augustine's view， required a differentiation be-
tween form and substance， between intellect and physis， and， conse-
quently， between goals and process， divine action was believed to be 
comprehensive without a distinction between goals and process."" 
Augustine did thus not deny the goal-orientation of action but allo-
cated this type of action to the human world. In his view， itwas the 
divinely willed imperfection of human nature that required the 
specification of goals and the motivation to accomplish them. By 
contrast， process“orientation of action belonged to the hallmarks of 
the perfect divine world. '"
trologiαeC日開U8comp[efus. Series Latiua， vol目 34，col. 248-250. 
制 Seefor studies 01' Augustine's theology of the word: Harald Kleinschmidt， 
"Thinking as Actiou. 80me Pηncipal Chan日esin Medieval and Early Modern 
Europeぺin:Etluwlogia Europ即日 27(19971， S.1-20. Kleinschmidt， Under-
standing the Middle Ages (note 16)， p. 196-199. HenrγPaissac， Theologie du 
oerbe (Paris事 1951).Michael Schmaus， Die D叩 kf"ormAugustins in seinem Werk 
De trinitate (Munich， 1962) (Sitzungsherichte der Bayerischen Akademie der 
Wissenschaften， Philos.-Hist. Kl. 1962βj 
'7 Augustine， Tract，日tusin Johannem Ev口ngelιum，ed. by Jacques-Paul Migne， 
Patrologiae curslJ，S cornpletus. Series Latina 35、col.1379-1384. 
相 Augustine，De Genesi ad literαm lnote 35)， cap‘I13， col. 249. 
相 Ibid.，cap. 1/4， co1. 249 
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Between the sixth and the eleventh centuries， the textuaI genre of 
commentaries on the Book of Genesis is poorly recorded， although 
observations are to be found in the surveys of the world at Iarge， 
such as in Raban Maur's De uniuer・80.'" But in the twelfth and thir-
teenth centuries， the Biblical creation myth received renewed exeω 
getical interest. St Thomas Aquinas devoted a chapter of his 
Summαtheologiae to the question whether the divinity must be be同
lieved to have had the will to create the world. Before providing 
what he considered the only appropriate answer to the question， 
Thomas referred to a position， which he subsequently rejected as in哨
adequate. He let unnamed protagonists of this position believe that 
the divinity， being perfect and eternal， could not have a wiU and 
thus could be assumed to be motivated to pursue goals of action. 1n 
consequence of this view， the creation of the world was only a proc-
ess， following from no motive and conducted for no goa1.1 This posi-
tion was the one that can be gleaned from exegetical works of the 
early Middle Ages，臼pecificallyRaban Maur'円 Deuniυ0・80.1" 1n the 
second step， Thomas defended the position he was determined to re-
ject in the third step. He used two arguments for the defense. The 
first argument fol1owed企omthe definition of wiU as the endeavour 
旬 obtainwhat the person does not have. If this definition was cor-
rect， the divinity could not have a will because the divinity was per-
fect and there was， consequently， nothing that the divinity could 
possibly want. For the second argument Thomas drew on Aristotle 
who had written in De animαthat the will is motivation to move.l:1 
40 Raban Maur， De uniu四百olibri XXII， cap. I11， ed. by ，Jacque呂町PaulMigne， P日時
trologiαe curslts cοmpletu8. Series Latin2しvoL111， col. 1:3-19. 
41 Thomas Aquinas， Summa theologiαe 1 qu 19，日r1， ed. by Roberto Busa， S 
Thomae Aqllinatis Opef・aomniaフvoL2 rStuttgart， 1980)， p. 215 
42 Raban Maur， De llniuerso (note 40)， coL 16白
川 Aristotle，De日nirna，cap. IIν10， 4:~ :3 a -4:3， b. 
I'L 
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Thomas concluded that the divinity cannot want to move because， 
following Aristotle， the divinity is the immoveable prime mover. In 
the third step， then， Thomas ar，伊ledhis reasons for rejecting the 
position that the divinity cannot have a wil1. He refuted the theory 
that the divinity could not have a will mainly through recourse旬
Romans XII. In this letter， Apostle Paul demanded that believers 
should try to probe what the will of the divinity iS.4 Thus the 
authority of the Bible was called in to help r，吋ectwhat Thomas be-
lieved to be a tradition of ethics informed by ancient Greek philoso-
phy." Thomas's position that the Apostle Paul had been right in 
suggesting that the divinity had a will was drawn on a simile. He 
construed that the will was equivalent to what he termed the appe-
tite of brutes. He then ar♂led that the appetite of brutes was trig-
gered by the sen日es.He further assumed that， accordingly， will ex-
isted wherever there was insight， and believed that insight should 
spark wi1lingness加 act.As no one could deny that the divinity had 
insight， Thomas conc1uded that the divinity ought to be credited 
with the will to create the world.46 His conclusion was that the di幽
vinity， even though perfect and eternal， could very well have a will 
and that， consequently， the action of creating the world could have 
had motives and goals. Thomas then proceeded to his specification 
of the goals， which the divinity ought to have had in Thomas's 
view.'7 
This discourse， already arcane from the point of view of the tradi-
tions of ethics up to the twelfth century，48 become日evenmore per-? ? ? ?
判R.omansxn， 2.
柿 Thomas，8111n什wtheologiae (note 41)， p.215. 
，. Ibid. 1 qu 19晶r2-12， p.215-218. 22 
47 Ibid. 1 qu 20， p.21品-219.
'8 See， forone， Peter Abl¥lard， Liber dictus scito te ipsum， cap. II， ed.by Jacques 
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plexing in the light of the eleven further distinctions that Thomas 
added to his principled ascription of will to the divinity. These dis-
tinctions provided affirmative answers印 thequestions whether the 
divinity had a will that extended to further rnatter beyond itself， 
whether the divinity wanted whatever it wanted for some necessity， 
whether the divine will was the cause for al matter， whether the 
divine will can determine other factors， whether the divine will had 
to be carried out， whether the divine will was unchangeable， 
whether the divine will needed to be imposed upon what had al-
ready been wilIed by the divinity， whether it could be believed that 
the divine will did not include the pursuit of evil goals， whether the 
divi凶tyhad the capability of仕eedecision (liberumαrbitrium)， 
whether the divine will was recognisable to mortals and whether 
the signs of the divine will remained recognisable against a variety . 
of obstacles. Thomas concluded by defending his conviction that the 
divinity would use its will to act beneficially for humans because he 
ascribed to the divinity love， justice and clemency as primordial mo・
tives.柑
-Paul Migne， p，αtrologiae cursus completus. Series Latina， vol. 178， col. 636. New 
edition s. t.: Ethical Writings. Know Yourself (lndianapolis， 1995). Abelard pro・
posed an ethic日basedon human fぬewil and conscience. The position that hu-
m邑nbeings should be credited with fre wil had found support already in the 
E此hcentury in the work ofDionysius the PS.-A問。pagite，De divinis nominibus， 
cap. IV/11 ， ed. by Jacques-Paul Migne， p，αtrologiae curSU8 completus. Series 
Graeca， vol. 3， col. 770・771.Other editions by Philippe Chevalier， ed.， Dionysius， 
De divinαhierarchiαI de divinis nominibu8， 2 vols (Paris， 1937). John D. Jones， 
ed.， Dionysius， The Divine MロmesαndMystical Theology (Milwaukee， 1980)， 
and in the ninth centUlγin the doctrine argued by John Scotus Eriugena， Versio 
operum S. Dionysii， cap. IV， ed. by Jacques-Paul Migne， Patrologiae cursus com時
pletus. Series Latina， vol. 122， col.1140・1141，1145.
岨ThomasAquinas， Summa theologiae (note 41)， 1 qu 19 ar込12，p. 215-218. 
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8t Thomas Aquinas's exegesis of the creation myth recorded in the 
Book of Genesis thus reflected an approach to action that differed in 
many respects from that favoured by Augustine and early medieval 
theorists. Thomas's distinctions were informed by his conviction 
that the divinity and humans share the principal feature that aか
tions are processes， which must be kept separate from motives and 
goals. Actions as mere proce自seswere taken to be neutral and had 
meaning added to them through the specification of motives and 
goals. Thus moral actions iucluded processes， whose goals were 
morally defendable and which followed fi'om the motives to accom輔
plish morally defendab1e gωお.While Augustine had had no prob-
lem a白cribingto the divinuy actions， which carried their value and 
meaning in themselves， Thoma日delvedInto the niceties of differen-
tiating between moral and immoral actions as long as human日were
concerned. 
4. Sources舟rthe translation of medieval theoη ofαction 
into practice 
A dramatic recasting of the focus of the theory of action from the 
prioritisation of process-orientation to the preference for goal-
orientation becomes visible from the comparison between the state-
ments regarding action by Augustine and Thomas Aquinas. This 
process must now be correlated with wha七canbe ascertained from 
empirical sources on the application of the theory into the practice 
of action. Among thesε 日OUl'ce民 landchartel's， narrative sources and， 
last but not least， polyptyques can be SCI・utinised.
Early medieval charters present several specific features of formu-
lary， which relate to the processes of actions. As a rule， charters50 
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were carefully designed and executed written documents whose pro-
duction was expensive and time-consuming. It has been estimated 
that the making of a charter could take several years， could require 
the cooperation and consent of a substantive number of persons and 
could involve a considerable number of specialists in various fields 
of activity. Thus the making of a charter was a value in its own 
right and carried with it at Ieast the same importance as the accom輔
plishment of the goal of establishing a record.51 As the handing over 
of a charter could be a IegaI act in its own right， the process of ac-
tion was more than just instrumentaI to the accompIishment of the 
goal. For example， in 966， Aethelwold， the Bishop of Winchester re-
ceived a charter， written out in the name of King Edgar of England 
confirming the privileges to the recently re-founded New Minster at 
Winchester. The charter was prepared in the context of the promo-
tion of the reform of Benedictine monasteries， which it documented. 
The reform had been launched in 963 when the bishop expeIled lay 
clergy from the monasteries under his control and had done so with 
support from the king.52 SimuItaneously， Aethelwold authorised the 
50 Groundbreaking and日tilvaluable for the terminology of insular diplomatics 
were the Sandars Lectures in Bibliography delivered by the Oxford philologist 
William Henry Stevenson at Cambridge in 1898. The unpublished manuscript of 
the lectures is preserved among the Stevenson Papers in St John's College， Ox-
ford. See: Harald Kleinschmidt，“William Henry S総vensonand the Continental 
Diplomatics of His Time"， in:厳史人類 26(1998)， p. 3-39. 
日 Seealready: Harry Bresslau， H，αndbuch del' Ul'kundenlehl'e 向l'Deutschland 
und Itαlien， I't ed.， vol. 1 (Leipzig， 1889)， p. 711・890，818-874 [2 nd ed. (Leipzig， 
1912-1915; part 2 of vol. 2 ed. by Hans-Walter Klewitz (Berlin， 1931); repr. 
(Berlin， 1958-1960)]. Heinrich Brunner，“Carta und Notitiaぺin:Brunner， Ab-
hαndlungen zur Rechtsgeschichte， ed. by Karl Rauch， vol. 1 (Weimar， 1931， p. 
459-486 [repr. (Leipzig， 1965; first published in: Gommentαtiones philo[ogicae 
in honol'em Thoedol'i Mommsen (Berlin， 187)]. Julius Ficker， Beitl'age zur 
Ul'kundenlehl'e， 2 vols (Innsbruck， 1877・1878)，esp. vol. 2， p. 214 f. 
田 Seeon the tenth-century Benedictine reform movement in England: Martin 
IlLJ 
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compilation of a revised rule for monks and the making of several 
lavish liturgical books for his and other dioceses.53 The charter was 
written and decorated in the monastic scriptorium at Winchester in 
which the liturgical books were made out. 1t is extant in its original 
version. The text is carefully written in a book minuscule and be-
gins with a dedication picture as its 合ontispieceshowing King Ed-
gar presenting the book charter to Christ in mαndorlα54 1n this 
Biddle， ed.， Winchester in the E，αrly Middle Agω(Oxford， 1976). Eric John，“The 
King and the Monks il1 the Tenth-Century Reformation"， in: Bulletin of the 
John Rylands Libraり， 42 (1959)， pp. 61-87. John，“Some Latin Charters of the 
Tenth Century Reformation in England"， in: Revue Benedictine 70 (1960)， pp. 
333幽359.David Parsons， ed.， Tenth-Century Stlldies (Chichester， 1975). Barbara 
A. E. Yorke， ed.， Bishop AethRlwold (Woodbridge， 1997). 
r， Regularis Concordia， ed. by Thomas Symons (London， 1962). The Benedic-
tional of Aethelwold， ed. by George Fred日ricWarner， HenrγAustin Wilson (Ox-
ford，1910γ‘King Edgar's Establi日hmentofMon鎚 teries"，ed. by Dorothy White-
lock， Martin Brett， Christopher Brooke， CounciZs and Synods with Other Docu. 
m.ents Relating to the Er昭lishChurch， vol. 1 (Oxford， 1981)， pp. 148四149.See for 
studies of the Winchester School and the Regulαris C(川cordia:John J. G. A1ex-
ander，“The Benedictional of St. Aethelwold and Anglo勧SaxonIlumination of the 
Reform Period"， in: Parsons， Stlldies (note 52)， pp. 169-183. Robert Deshman， 
The Iconogr，αphy of the Fllll-page Miniatures of the Benedictional o{ Aethelωold， 
Ph.D. Diss. (Princeton University， 1970). Deshman， "The Imagery of the Living 
Ecclesia and the English Monastic Reformヘin:Paul E. Szarmach， ed.， Sources 
o{ Anglo司SαxonCulture (Kalamazoo， MI， 1986)， pp. 261駒282.Deshman， The 
Benedictional of Aethelwold (Princeton， 1995). Michal Kobialka， This is My Body. 
Represent，αtional Practices in the Early Middle Ages (Ann Ar加r，1999)， pp. 35-
99. Andrew Prescott， The Benedictional of Aethelwold (London， 1993). Pres∞t， 
"The text of the Benedictional of St. Aethelwold"， in: Yorke， Bishop (note 52)， 
pp. 119-147. Mark Spurrell，“The Architecturallntere日tof the Regularis Concor-
diα七in:Anglo-Saxon .England 21 (1992)， pp. 161-176. Francis Wormald， The 
Benedictional o{ St. Ethelwold (London， 1959). Thomas S戸nons，"SourωS ofthe 
Regularis Concordiαヘin:Downside Review 59 (1941)， pp. 15-36， 142-170，264酬
289. Symol1s， '‘Reglllaris Concordia. Histo巧f削減 Derivation"，in; Parsons， Stud-
ies (note 52)， pp. 37-59‘ 
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case， then， the making of the charter was part of the reform and 
may have covered most of the three years between the beεinning of 
the movement and the date of the promulgation of the charter. 
A further conspicuous feature Is the typified motivation fol' the Is-
sue of charters， which is to be found in theαrenga as a part of the 
protocol of the New Minster and virtually a11 early medieval land 
charlers.日 Onetype of motivation featured in a出ubstantivenumber 
of ninth-and tenth-century land charters fo1' ecclesiastical recipi-
ents was expressed through the formula pro remedio animαe meα'.e. 
The formula indicates that the grants made 01' 問 eo1'dedin the char-
te1's had been intended by the dOn01'f:i fo1' the cart、oftheir日olllsaf-
te1' death. That moans that the grants we1'e eonnectod with tho eult 
ofthe dead.硝 Thedono1's appear to have expeded that the ecclesias-
:;， The text of tho charter h品目 beenechted hv Bh・c1弔(了日rtul日rUllnmotc 32)， voL 3， 
Nr 1190. See fr)1' a print of thc dcdication pictnre: .bnd Baekhouse， D. H 
Turner噌 LμJ泊e倒削5叫凶li校eW恥V仏《ヲb;汎山t“e町r唱二曹e吋ds，Th柑e(ο;んiold品e令W舟 Aバ伴{ρ矛 付吋f'白Aゐn昭19!〆o長S紛加i白れ{日仏tιPλ川1
plate IV fu介r究刀訓oωJmLlυmdon，British Library， M8 Cotton VE鴇pa 討ianAVIlj. 
:; Heinrich Fichtenau， Areng(l (Graz， Cologn札lHfi7J.For thc wider backgr(Jund 
of donations and land tenure see: Franz norn， Die Land8cltenkuflgen der fi'ank-
ischell Konige (Pnderborn， 1991. Mntthew lnneg， 8tate and 8ocie~y in the Early 
Middle Ages. The Middle Rhine ilal1ey. 400 ---100ο(Cambridge， 20(0). Philippe 
Jobert， La !7otion de tlonation. Convergence8 630 750 lParis. 1977). Eric John， 
Land Tenure in Early Bngl日ndCLeicester， 1960) [l'ced， (Leice丙ter，1964)]. Bar-
bara 礼 Rosenwcin，Negotiating Sp刷、ι 1'01川 Rc.~trail1 t， 白 1111 Priv昨'gl'Soj' br，レ
lnunity in Early Mcdieual Europe (Ithaca‘London， 1999)， pp. ()3-7a. 
，;s 1"01' detail日 see‘ Arnold An耳enendt令 Thom昌治 BrauckfにRolf Busch， Thoma沿
Lentes、HubertusLuttel、bach."Gpz品hlteFrommigkeit"， in‘ Fl'uhmittelalt師、liche
Studien 29 (19:-;)， pp. 26-30‘:36-:38. Michat、1Borgoltc，“(;edenl同ti仕ungenin St 
Galler Urkund巴n“， in: Karl Schmid， ，Joachim Wolla叫丸紅18，Memoria (Munich， 
1984)， pp. 578-602. Kleinschmidt， UI/der，'tanding the Middle Ages (note 16)， p.
20. Angenendt et al.， however， position thp contracts 1)('れveenthe donors and 
the recipient円intothe context 01' penitence ratheγth旦n()f lhe cu It ()f the dcad. 
pq 
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tical recipients of the grants would shoulder the task of saying 
prayers for the donors' souls after their deaths. That such expecta-
tions were shared by many Christian believers in the early medie-
val West， was put on record in the extant monastic registers or 
memory books ({ibri memoriαles) which listed the names of persons 
for whom prayers were to be said by the monks and nuns as part of 
their regular liturgical duties.市 Ina number of cases， the preserved 
forms of the entries suggest that clusters of names written in the 
same hand and presumably entered consecutively within a short pe-
riod of time， represented persons related to each other by kin or 
neighbourhood ties.58 While the donations by persons seeking to in-
7 Some of the more elaborate libri memoriales are available in the following edi-
tions: Johanne Autenri巴th，Diet"r Geuenich， Karl Schmid， eds， Das Velかud-
crllng~守buch der Abtei Reichen日u(Hanover， 1979i (Monumenta Germaniae His-
torica， Libri memoriales et necrolo白人 N.S. 1.) Walter de Gray Birch， ed.， Liber 
Vitαι Register and Martyrology o{ New Minsteη Winchester (London， 1892). Jan 
Gerchow， Die G日lenkuberlief'emngder Angelsachsen <Berlin， New York， 1988). 
Eduard Hlawitschka， Karl Schmid， Gerd Tellenbach， eds， Liber memori日lisvon 
Remiremont (Munich， 1970) (Monumenta Germaniae Historica， Libri memoria-
les. 1.) Sigismund Herzbm宮Frankel.edベ Monumentanecro[ogia mor悶 sterns. 
Petri Sαlisburgellsis. Liber cοnfi'aternitatum uetustior (Berlin‘1904) (Monu.・
menta Germanie Historic払 NecroJogia.2.) Karl Schmid， ed.， Die Klostergemein 
8chαf~ uon Flllda un f'ruheren Mittelalter， vo1. 1 (Munich， 1978). Schmid， Dieter 
Geuenich， Roland Rappmann， "Die Verbruderungsbucher"， in: Michael Bor-
golte， Dieter G巴uenich，Karl Schmid， eds， Sllbsidia Sαng，αllensiα， vo1. 1 (St. Gal-
len， 1986)， pp. 13-288 (St. Galler KuJtur und Geschichte. 16.) 'lhe Remiremont 
liber memorialis， p.1， contains in its opening page a contract which日pecifiesthe 
duty of the monastic recipients to say ma出Sonce per dayおrthe donors. Similar ???
entries are in the Salzburg liber memorialis， pp. 6， 42. 
28 
相 Seefor studies on the nwdieval memoria: Otto Gerhard Oexle，“Memoria und 
Memorialuberlieferung im f'ruheren Mittelalter"， in: F.め'ruhmittel臼alt従erバ.li町chルw e
8tれudi陀e口 10 (976)， pp. 70同95.0ex対le仏， ..Die Gefε叙;e臼ヨ汀nwartder Toten 
Braeωt， Werner Verbeke， eds， Death in the Middle Ages (Louvain， 1983)， pp. 19-
77.0叫 le，Dieter Geuenich， 円18，Menun崎川 in de，. Gesellおむh日βdes Mittelalters 
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volve the monastic clergy in the care of thcir souls did not have to 
consist of land grants， this particular form of donation created per-
haps a higher degree of obligation on the side of the monastic com-
munities to perform thcir liturgical duties because the charters 
would be preserved in the monastery治 archiveand thereby serve as 
a lasting piece of evidence for both the wi1l of the donor and the ob皿
ligations of the recipients. The pro remedioαnunαe meαe fo1'mula 
thus served as a motivation fo1' the conclusion of cont1'acts of which 
the donations were part."" On the side of the donors， the contract 
specified the size of the land and the rights to be transferred into 
the recipient's ownership. On the side of the 1'ecipients the contract 
stipulated the memoriαas a Iiturgical duty to be performed on prin時
ciple up until Judgment Day. 
The memoriαa日aliturgical duty of monks and nun自民 furthercon-
firmed by a number of Bible manuscripts， which open with the pic-
(Gottingen， 1995). Oexle， "Memoria in der Gesellschaft und in der Kultur des 
Mittelalters“ in: Joachim Heinzle， ed.， Modernes Mittelaltcr (Frankfurt， 
Leipzig， 1999)， pp. 297匂:32:3[first pnbliぉhed(l占ipzig，1994)]. Karl 8chmid， ..Uner-
forschte Quellen aus quellenarmer Zeit I"， in: Festschrift fir Berent 
Schwinekoper， ed. by Hans Patze (8igmaringen， 1982)， p.117-140. 8chmid.もい
betsgedenken und日dligesSelbstven;tandnis im Miltclalter (8igmaringen， 1983). 
8chmid， Joachim Wollasch， eds， Memoriα. Dcr geschichtliche Zeugniswert des 
liturgischen Gedenhens im Mittelalter (Munich， 1984). 8chmid， . Unerforschte 
Quellen aus quellenarmer Zeitゾ， in: Francia 12 (}fJ84l， p. lHJ-147. 8chmid， 
ed.， Gedachtnis， d，αs Gemeinsch日(tstij'tet (Munich， Zurich， 1fJ85). 8chmid， . Von 
den ，fratres conscripti' in Ekkehards 8t. Galler Klostergeschichte“ in: Fl'uh-
mittelαlterliche Studien 25 (lfJ91)， pp. 10fJ-122 
，" E. g. Birch， ed. Cal'tul，日rium(note :32)， vol. 2， no 701. This is a charter [(Jr St 
Mary's Worcester， written in the name of King Athelstan [7 June fJ34?]. It is 
preserved in a copy written probably late in the eleventh century on the b剖 is()f 
the lost original. A large number ()f charters containing the same formula al'e 
preserved in the archive of the monastery of 8t Gall 
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ture of a ruler or other persons of high statu日asthe donors of the 
manuscripts. These books were usual1y kept in monasteries as well 
as Episcopal churches and served there as proof of evidence that the 
donors had made their gifts as a condition for the performance of 
the memoriαfor their souls by the recipients of the manuscripts. 
That this was the overall purpose of臼uchbook donations emerges 
from a poem added to a ninth-century Gospel Book now in the pos-
session of the Bibliothむquenationale de France:o The book， which 
was kept in the monastery of St Martin in Tours during the Middle 
Ages， opens with a dedication picture showing Emperor Lothair 1 
and the poem explains that the dedication picture had been in暢
cluded in the book to remind its monastic readers of their duty to 
say prayers for the令mperor.'、lA品thededication pictures could fulfil 
this task even "¥γithout explanatory ，¥，吋ttentexts， itis possible to as-
sumc that at least many of the similarly illuminated manuscripts 
fi・omthe early Middle Ages had the same task.出
At first sightラ thesearrangements appear to give priority to goal-
oriented action with clearly specified motives for， processes of and 
goals of aむもions.1n oiher words予 it so soems that donors of land as 
well as other grants were motivated by the intention to procure for 
their lives after death， committed themselves to the single or， in 
副長IsFond呉Lat.2G6， prini;pd， among others. in: Hermmm Filitz， Das Mittel日l.
ter， vol. 1 meriin. U)90)， plιlt0 IX， 
山 Ed.bv Ernst Dumm!el'， lVlonument乱 Germ社niaeHistoric札 PoetaeLロtiniaevi 
cαro!i，口、 vo!.2 iH，ulovm'-1884i，ひ 67J手vv，2:3助27
同 See‘ Peter G-an~ムぞ告守谷自円 Buch als m口氏ischesInd Reprasentationsobjekt (Wし
esbadtm. 1982L JesぉeM. Gdlrich， The 11問。rthe Booh in Ihe Middle Ages nth-
ae仏 London. 19R6l. Wol(c;an耳 Chri日tianSchneider， Ruhm， H，刊lsg.ωchehen，
Dialel!tih. DI'Ci IwgnitivεOrdnul/gen in Ge.sc/uchtsschl'eibun呂ltndBuchmalerei 
der Ottけn.enzeitiHildesh例m.New York、19881
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some cases， even repeated processes of donaもingto church institu-
tions and， pe1'haps， having their names registe1'ed in one of the libri 
memoriales， and did so fo1' the pu1'pose of obliging the recipient 
monasteries to prese1've thei1' memoriαup until Judgment Day. It 
thus appears that the goal was the eonclusion of cont1'acts between 
the donors and ecclesiastical institutions for mutual benefit. How-
eve1'， the sets of obligations， which the contracting parties entered 
upon were unequal. The aiienation of private or kin property to eひ
clesiastical institutions f1'om the part of the donors was a finite 
p1'ocess， which， although it may have needed the consent by other 
kin members， was the condition under which the recipients obliged 
themselves to fulfil their part of the contracts in the future. Hence， 
while the recipients controlled the tr正a王n日tたer0叶}辻f董pr抗o中pe“rtyinto the own-
ership of church inst“itut“10n丸 thedonors had no po白白ib】ilityto日uper噸
V吋is卸ethe p戸ro叩pe仇re偲xe町cu凶1此tionof the liturgical duties demanded by the 
memOrlα. That is to say that the legal process of the transfer of 
property rights on the one side was compensated 011 the other side 
by 110 more than the pledge of rnernoria forもhedonor' souls. It may 
have been the case that surviving kin members would execute some 
degree of cont1'ol over these duties for a while. But the generation 
change would sool1er 01' later reduce the interest in and knowledg、e
of the mo1'e remote ancestors， That this was actually the case in the 
tenth centuηT becomes clea1' f1'om a dec1'ee passed by the Synod of 
Ingelheim in 948 that kil1 members should keep written gel1ealogies 
in orde1' not to forget thei1' ancestrIes.';i 1'he decree was probably 
made fo1' 1'easons othe1' than facilitating the contJ叫 ()fthe mernoria， 
namely the observation of the church ban on m郎、1'iagesbetween 
??
」 、 ー ? 、
?
?
?
?
制 $vloclof llf!elheim 17 ，June 94州事 ed.by f~rn"t.Die t.er Hehl司 J)灼ieKorηlZ幻il仏/(刊，ソ11F 
De印utω8chlω臼nd狩 11!d Re机T究ichs剖ltαf釘le刊川Fη川l口附1;札4丸. 916' 一 1001 (}廷王a山n
m凶entaG叫e丸1‘'maniaeHi悶storICi札1，Coイ件川》げ削JH仁叫'[.μliω日， voL 6，.1.) 
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closely related kin members， but， inany event， itmade sense only 
under the condition that there had been many cases where kin 
members were becoming 'unable or unwilling to record their gene-
alogies with exactitude through oral transmission. Thus， the tradi-
tional mechanism of the transmission of genealogical knowledge 
was becoming obsolete in the course of the tenth century， and this 
process must have had its own impact on the memory culture. 
Yet， a more significant aspect of the two mutually intertwined sets 
of obligations between donors and 1'ecipients of land grants must 
have been considered to confidence to the donors. This aspect 
1'esulted f1'om the fact that the donation a臼 afinite process was 
equated with the memori a a日aproce白日 thatwas to be continued up 
untiI Judgment Day. Thus， the larger the number of donations for 
church institutions became， the longer became the lists of persons 
for whom praye1's were to be sai.d， year in， yea1' out. It is difficult to 
make more explicit the p1'eference for the process-orientation of ac-
tion than through contractual agreement日 aboutm仰 Wrlα.1王ln
cases of donations of land， p1'ocesses mattered， incases of memoria， 
they did even more so. Theref()l'e， process-oriented actions must 
have been con日ideredas rational actions 
?
、
?
? ?
?
?
At the turn of the eleventh centuryラ thefiおormu叫llary0ぱfthe solemn 
land c出ha灯rt加e1'悶日 unde肝l'喧'wen拭tan imιpo旧)1'笥t拘ar叫1説tchange. Many 0ぱft出heformu-
lae鳥， which had previously f白臼1江1おe【dchar凶'terprotocols， were given up in 
a new type of charter，乳ppropriatelytermed breue or writ.M These 
simplified charters foeused on the disposition of the legal matter， 
and many of them were ha出tilyse1'ibbled down as me1'e w1'itten 1'e-
cords of a legal act. Among the deleted or substantively reduced 32 
1>1 FJol'cncc Elizabeth Hal'mcr， cd.， Anglo.Saxon Wl'its (Manchester， 1952) 
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parts was the arengαwith its pro remedioαnimαe meae formula. To 
be sure， solemn charters continued to be issued， mainly in the name 
of high-ranking rulers， but their share in the total of made-out 
charters decreased. The more businesslike writs had the advantage 
of being cheaper in production and requiring fewer people as well as 
less time for their issue. They also reflected a new attitude towards 
the concept of action， for the drafters and makers of the writs 
showed less willingness to appreciate the circumstantial formulae 
and ceremonies that referred to processes rather than motives for 
and goals of actions. Charter evidence thus supports the conclusion 
that goal首attainmentwas receiving priority over process-orientation 
in the conceptualisation of action in the course of the eleventh cen-
tury. 
This observation can be confirmed from a review of some narrative 
sources. 80me early medieval descriptions of human action， namely 
reports about embassies dispatched between rulers were focused on 
process rather than goal." These reports contain ample record of the 
lengthy proceedings and time市consumingrituals， which gave to 
出 Nithard，Histo，.iarum lib，.i IIII， cap. I12， ed. by Ernst Muller (Hanover， 1907)， 
p. 14. (Monumenta Germaniae Historica， Scriptores rerum Germanicarum in 
usum日cholarumseparatim pditi. 4.). John 01' Metz， De uita Joαnni8 Abbatis 
Gorziensis， cap. 115， ed. by .Jacques-Paul Migne， p，αtroloι:'i(1e cu rSls completlls 
Series Latina， vol. 137， col. 298. Die Wcr/a Liutpmnch; UOI1 C，・'ernof1.α，ed. by 
Joseph Becker (Hanover‘ 1915) (Monumenta Germanie Historica， SCl'iptores I'e-
I'um Germanicarum in usum scholaru日.1se]Jaratim editi. 41.) Seo on ombflssies: 
Francois-Louis Ganshof， De intcl'natioll日lebetrel<kel1ingl'n vαn het F，口nkisch
Rijk onder de Merowingen !Brussels， 196:3) (Mededelingen van de Koninklijke 
Vlaamse Academie vor Wetenschappen， Letteren en Schone Kunsten Vfln Belgie， 
Klasse der Letteren. 25， 2.) Ganshof， . Merowingische討 Gesandt日chaftswesen"， 
in: AllS Geschichte und LandeshllndιForschullgen Ilnd Darstcllungen. Franz 
Steinbach zum (j5. Gebllrtstα'g gewidmct (sonn， 1960)， p. 166-18:3. 
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processes of action significance of their own and thus relativised the 
importance of goal-attainment. That is to say that the sending of 
the embassies mattered for its own sake even if the results were 
meager or nothing was accomplished at al.tl6 Obviously， ceremonies 
have continued to play important roles in connection with rulership 
as well as other aspects of life beyond the early Middle Ages.67 But 
their context began to change in the eleventh century. Bishop Thiet-
mar of Merseburg， who was well connected with the upper echelons 
of the aristocracy at the turn of the eleventh century and thus fa-
miliar with rulers' ceremonial， gave the following critical report of 
an incident which， he said， occurred towards the end of the brief 
reign of Emperor Otto II， atca 1000 AD.制 Impressedby the Byzan-
tine court ceremonial， the emperor had decided to introduce a new 
arrangement for feasts for which he would meet with his retainers.69 
The traditional feasting ceremony is perhaps best described in the 
Old English poem of Beowulf where King Hrothgar and his wife， 
Queen Wealhtheow， attimes would assemble their loyal retainers 
61; See for other case自 Michael，Joseph Enright， Iona， Tara and Sο問。附 (Berlin，
New York， 1985). Enright， Lαdy withαMeadcup (Dublin， 1996). Johannes 
Fried，・'DieKunst der Aktualisierung in der oralen Gesellschaft. Die Konigser鯛
hebung Heinrichs 1 als Exempel"'， in: Geschichte in Wissenschaft und Unter-
richt 44 (1993)， p. 493-503. Fried， _ Die KonIg臼erhebungHeinrichs 1. Erin-
nerung， Mundlichkeit und Traditionsbildung im 10. Jahrhundert“， in: Michael 
Borgolte， ed.， Mittelalter向前知ngnach der Wende (Munich， 1995)， p. 267・318
(seihefte zur Historischen Zeitschrift. 20.) 
'" Jorg Joachim Berns， Thomas Rahn， eds， Zerelηoni泡Ials ho.βsche Asthetik in 
Spatmittelalter und Fruher Neuzeit (Tubingen， 1995). 
制 Thietmarof Merseburg， Chronicon， cap. IV/47， ed. by Robert Holtzmann (Ber-
lin， 1935)， p. 185司186(Monumenta Germaniae Historica， Scripωres rerum Ger-
manicarum N. S. 9.) 
削 OnOtto II see: Percy Ernst Schramm， Kaiser， Rom ltnd Renovαtio (Leipzig， 
1929) [repr. (Darmstadt， 1962)). 
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in a magnificent hall. In the hal1， the company would spend several 
days sitting around a table， enjoying food and， perhaps more so， 
drinks， and receiving precious gi氏sfrom the royal couple. They 
would also sleep together in the hall. According to Thietmar， Otto 
was determined to quit the company with his retainers and sit at a 
separate table. The emperor's table was to be placed at a higher 
level than the retainers' table， so that the emperor could mark the 
difference in rank between himself and the ordinary aristocrats 
among his retainers. Thietmar said， the emperor tried to change the 
seating order because he claimed for himself a special rank as an 
anointed ruler who owed his position to divine grace and not to con-
sent from the ruled. Otto， however， met withはorrningprotest from 
the side of the retainers who demanded recognition of the fact that 
the ernperor would be unable to rule without theIl' consent and sup-
port. 
The story reflects Otto's attempt to reconstruct the imperial feasting 
ceremonial. In the new context， ceremonial action continued to be of 
significance. But the significance of the new ceremoniaI was differ由
ent in kind from the old. Otto's choice of the new arrangernent for 
the feast did not focus on communication and the maintenance of 
social bonds and ties between him日elfand his retainers. Instead， he 
chose to emphasise the uniqueness of his position of a ruler by di-
vine grace. Claiming legitimacy by divine grace， Otto tried to re-
structure interactions with his entourage， whose members were no 
70 Beowulf， v. 64-85， 611-628， 2633， ed. by Frederick Klaeber， third edition 
(Lexiu!，>ton， MA， 19:">0)， pp‘3-4， 21-22， 9. Sep on feasting: Gcrd Althoff，“Der 
fr:iedens-， bundnis-und gemcinschaftsstiftendc Charakter des Mahles im 
fruheren Mittelalt日Iぺin:Irm宮aerdBitsch， Trude Ehle!rt， Xcnja von Ertzdorff， 
eds， Essen und Trinken in Mittelalter und Neuzeit (Sigmaringen， 1990)， p. 13-
2:">. 
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longer equal with him sharing the same table， into a hierarchical 
relationship that separated the emperor spatially from his retainers. 
The attempt failed at Otto's time. The reason appears to have been 
that the traditionally minded retainers shared Thietmar's view that 
the established ceremonial should be adhered to. But already Otto's 
successor on the imperial throne HenrγII actually severed his ties 
with the higher aristocracy by insisting that canonical law should 
be applied to exogamy rules limiting the choice of marriage part-
ners and preventing offspring from non-canonical marriages加 suc-
ceed to high ofice.71 Hence， even if Otto's attempted reconstruction 
of the imperial feasting ceremonial was frustr叫 edin his own time， 
in the long run， itemerged as an early and somewhat premature 
at胎mptto shift the focus of the ceremonial from the task of main-
taining integrated processes of communicative action between the 
rulers and their retainers to the display of the rulers' elevated rank 
and their rule by divine grace. The new structure of the ceremonial 
reduced the importance of the processes of actions because social 
bonds and ties were no longer maintained through communication 
and gift giving. Instead， what mattered more than the maintenance 
of ritualised process was the goal of marking difference between rul-
ers and ruled.72 
The ninth-century Frankish polyptyques represent a category of 
source， which makes explicit the ∞ncept of action in the context of 
??71 As can be judg巴dfrom the Hammerstein marriage triaI. See: Dorothea von 
Kessler， Der Eheprozess Ottos und lrmingards von Rαmmerstein (Berlin， 1923) 
[repr. (Vaduz， 1965)). 
72 Contra Jurgen Habermas， Strukturwαndel der Offentlichk沼it，new edition 
(Frankfurt， 1990)， p. 54-67， who underestimated the degr問。finvolvement by 
the public in ceremonies of rulership during the Middle Ages [first published 
(Neuwied， 1962)]. 
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the relations between rulers and ruled， specifically in the rural 
countryside.''' According to these sources， these relations were not 
displayed in terms of personal bonds and ties but of rule over land 
and people. The institutional 仕ameworkwas that of the seigneurite 
or Grundherrschαft through which settlements of kin and neigh-
bourhood groups of peasant farme1's we1'e subjeeted to the cont1'ol of 
a pe1'sonal 01' institutional 101'd." In the polyptyques， the specific 
production obligations and othe1' types of service of the fa1'me1's to 
monastic institutions as thei1' lords we1'e 1'ecorded. The polyptyques 
were not systematic 1'eco1'ds in the sense that desc1'iptions of eveη 
'" See for editions of major polyptyques: Claus-Dieter Droste， ed.， lJao p，οIyp-
かchonuon Montierender (Trier， 1988). Ingo Schwab， ed川 lJαsPrumer Urbαr 
(Dusseldorf， 1983ω). Franc∞oi凶s-L一，0
Saintι-Be凹rt訂inCParis， 1975). Jean-Pierre Devroey， ed.， Le polyptyque et les listes 
de cens de l'abbaye de Saint-Remi de Reims (1X'一-Xlesi企clιEditωncritique (Re-
ims， 1984). Dieter Hagermann， edι.， lJαs Pol:かyplか:ycho口 VOI日!S臼zυnばt司οeωr川口削t口nト凶d凶伽Pn陀es
CCologne， Weimar， Vienna， 1993). Dieter Hagerm日nn，Andreas Hedwig， eds， lJ臼S
Polyp~ychon und die notiti口 deareis uon Sαint-ivlaur-des-Fosses. Analysc und 
kritische Edition (Sigmaringen， 1990). Rudolf Kotzschke‘ed.， Die Urbare der Ab-
tei Werden an der Rllhr (Bonn， 1906) 
;.， For recent reviews of sources and research work see: Franz Irsigler， "Grund-
herrschaft， Handel und M邑rktezwischen Maas und Rhein im fruhen und hohen 
Mittelalter"， in: Klaus Fink， Wilh児叫e凶1mJan自se臼n、eωds， G白r円司-1lI
tentsteωh山1111ぽgαm Ni印ed仇er，円.he目叩E口n (K阻le肝ve杭， 1989ωJ， pp. 52与守78. LuぱdoωJfKuc凶hel叩nbucぬh，
Gr叩llndhe引rγr.問.官8ch悶αβ imη1f戸i-uherenMittelalter (ldstein， 1991). Werner Rosener， ed.， 
Strllhtllren der Grllndherrsch日βimfi'uhen Mittelalt円 lGottingen，1989). Ro-
sener， ed.， Grllndherrschαft im ¥キ'andel(Gottingen， 1991). 
" See for reccnt studies on the polyptyques: .J. Bcssmerny，“Les structures de 
la famille paysanne dans les villages de la France au IXe si色cJe"，in: Le Moyen 
Age 90 (1984)， pp. 165-193. J. F. Bref，TI， R町 herch制訂trla demugraph.iθrurale et 
les structllres sociales al IXe siecle (Paris， 1975). 
Philippe Contamine， Marc Bompaire， Stephane Lebccq， Jean-Luc Sarrazin， L'e-
conomie medieval (Paris， 1997). Ch. Dette，“Die Grundherrschaft Weissenburg 
im 9. und 10. Jahrhundert im SpiegeJ ihrer Herrenhofe"， in‘ Rosencr， ed. 
?? 、 、
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holding and the conditions of service of all residents were en旬red.町
Nevertheless， efforts were made to provide written evidence. In the 
case of the making of the first version of the Prum polyptyque from 
Strukturen (note 74)， p.181-16. Jean-Pierre Devroey， Etudes sur le gr，αnd do-
mαmec口rolingien(Aldershot， 199;1) (Variorum Collueted Studies Series. 391.) R 
Doehard， Le Haut MoyぜnAge occidentol. Economies et societes (Paris， 1971). J. 
Durliat， •• Lo men開 dansle polyptyquu d'lrminon"， in: Hartmut Atsma， ed.， La 
Neustrie， vol. 1 (Sigmaringen 1989)， pp. 467-503. Dllrliat，“Qu'est-ce ql' un 
polyptyqlle?"， in: Mediαin F/'ancia. Recueil de melang，問。fferta Karl Ferdinand 
Werner (Pari払 1989)，pp. 129-138. Konrad Elmsh邑Ilser，Andreas Hedwig， 
Studien .zum p，οlytγ('hοn vIJn S マ ，;.n f'~ G♂/'11/日in-d即時Prè.~ (Cologne， Vienna， 1993). 
Roburt Fossiur， f'，υlyptyques el 日目灯台付 (Turnhout，1978) (Typologie des sources 
dl Moyen Age occidentaL 28.) Hans-Wumer Goetz.“Herrschaf.t und Raum in 
der fruhmittelalterlichen Gl'lndh川町haft"，in : Ann口lend阿部storischenVere-
Ins /ur den Niedel'rhein HlO (19WiJ， pp.7-8:3. Dieter lIagermann， "Eine Grund-
herrsehaft des 18、.Jahrh undertち in1.Eきpwgeldes Fruhmittdalters. Caesarius 
von Prum und seine komm制ltierrcAbschrift dus Ul‘hors von 893"， in 
Rhcinische Vierte(jahrsh!atter 45 (1981)， pp. 1-34. 百π ge肝rmannし， "Annw凹凹J汀)l'kun耳en】
zum 王 S鼠ta込nd und de削n ALザ1バず日必話伴去a刈l!山b附幻t!l日1f負分k旨もi註I.hI泊訓11比t悦te凶i品以lteザr汁舟:li民ch主弘肘t貯引げ斗汁ザr、 Urba削1τ.寸t“"orschu口g 
Rhむini sche Vierie/ja hrsblatl r伊丹o1198())， pp. 82-:38. Flu貯l'mann，. Der Abt als 
Grundherr. KJ州 terund Wirtschaft im fruhen Mittelalter" ， in: Friedrich Prinz， 
ed山 Hοrrschafiulld !u rche (StuttgalιHJH自)， pp. 345-385. Hagermalln， .Quel-
!enJ王ritischeBemerkungun zu den karolingischen Urbaren und Guterverzeich-
nissen" ， in: Rosenet、ed.，8truhturen (note 74)， pp. 47-73. Charles Higounet， .A 
propos de la pereeption de l'espace au Moyen Age" ， in: Media in Francia (as 
above)， pp. 2行7-268.も.I，'ilhelm，fan制守口句。iutrichLohrmann‘eds， Villa -curtis -
grangia. Landuかtschαj)zwischen Loire llnd Rhein uon der Romerzeit Zllm 
Hochmittela!tel' i汚igrnal'ing，'n，19o:-ll. 1心d.olfKuehenbuch， . Die Klostergrund-
herrsch白ftim Mittelaltぞr"，in: Prinz、川上 Herl'scfwj't(as abovel， pp. 297-343 
Kueh(、nbuch，. Teilen， Auizahlen， SmnlTlIeren. Zum Vprf:臼hre制nin白ausgt'wahl比t忠enE 
G甘te肘更rト'-由4日削ndEink 玉ün1伐le引仰、v刊?刊噌そe悦Y冗~r百z到e託i(亡:hn山i以メ何州f尽示悼f口 des 9‘ .Jahrhundert似向
t'd.， Schriftlichheit im jhi1wn Millelaltρ，. (Tubingen， 199:3 i， pp. 178-206. Kuchen-
buch， "Die Achtungγur dcm alum Buch und die Fureht vor dem neuen. Cesa-
rius von lVlilcndonk urstellt 1222 dne Abschrift de凹sPrume白r‘Urba羽r日von893 
in: Hi悶8t灼οr円、'l附S坑町c‘子heAI刀ltが1川ぜ“'polrο;狩月身?l却e8 Wl95引)， pp. 175-202， Kuchenhueh. .Po侃te問5tぬa8und 
Utilit乳S.Ein Ve凹r酒1判S別uclれ1口h初《制為汗l'Stand und Perspektiven der Forschung zur Grund-
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the end of the ninth century， specially appointed commissionaires 
traveled for inquiries to the widely dispersed holdings of the monas-
teηT to collect the data.76 ln this as in the case of other extant polyp齢
herrschaft im 9.ー 13.Jahrhundert“， in: Historische Zeitschrift 265 (1997)， pp. 
117-146. Kuchenbuch， . S臼indmed必i品か伽、vi呂悦tiぬsむheQuellen m討it杭telaltωerli託cheTex対teω?
in: H王ans酔-We釘rneぽrGoωet匂z，edι.，D陀 Aktωuωαalitaωtdes Mi似tel，αalt，従er内'S(伯Bochum，2000ω)， pp. 
348・352.Yoshiki Morimoto， . Autour du polytyque de Saint-Bertin (844 -859)“， 
in: Adriaan Verhulst， ed.， Le grand domaineαux epoques merovingien即 et
carolingienne (Gent， 1985)， pp. 125-151 (Publications du Centre belge d'histoire 
rurale. 81.) Morimoto， . Etat et perspectives des recherchωsur les polyptyques 
carolingiens“， in: Annales de I'Est 40 (1988)， pp. 99-149. Morimoω， . Autour du 
grand domaine carolingien. Apercu critique des recherches r品centessur l'histoire 
rurale du haut Moyen Age“， in: Morimoto， Adriaan Verhulst， eds， Economie 
rurale et economie urbαineαu Moyen Age (Gent， Fukuoka， 1994)， pp. 25々 9.
Morimoto， . L'assolement triennal au haut Moyen Age. Une analyse des donnees ‘ 
des polyptyques carolingienピ， in: Ibid.， pp. 91-125. Morimoto，ωIn ebdomada 
operatur quicquit precipitur ei' (Le Polyptyque de Pr官 nX). Service arbitraire ou 
service hebdomadaire?"， in剛 PeαsαntsαndTownsmen in Medieval Europe. Stu-
dia in honorem Adriaan Verhulst， ed. by J. M. Duvosquel， A. Dierkens (Brussels， 
1995)， pp. 347・362.Karl-Heinz Spiess， . Zur Wirtschafts-und Sozials抗truk恥tu町rd必e呂
仕uhmi此.tωelal比terlichenGrundher町rschaf氏t凸ぬstlichde 自Rheωins 
b伽u必lchf向泣rLa側nd必Eωs敏rge酎schiたchte41 (1991)， pp. 2邸匂276.Ulrich Weidinger， Unter-
suclwngen zur Wirtschα:ftsstruktur des Klosters Fuld叫 inder Karoli見gerzeit
(Stuttgart， 1叩991幻).Ch討sWi記ckha創m肌1，. Problems of Compar討ingRural Societies n 
Early Medieval Western Euro叩pe
e仰砂， Sixth Series， vol. 2 (1992)， pp. 221開245.Wickham， “Overview. Production， 
Distribution and Demand"， in: Richard Hodges， William Bowden， eds， The 
Sixth白ntury(Leiden， Boston， Cologne， 1998)， pp. 279-292 (The Transformation 
of the Roman World. 3.) Erich Wisplinghoff， Unter'Suchungen zur fruhen 
Geschichte der Abtei St. Maximin bei Trier von den An舟ngenbis etωa 1150 
(Mainz， 1970) 
76 See on Prum: Jean-Pierre Devroey， . Les関 rvicesde transport a l'abbaye de 
Prum au IXe si色cle“， in: Revue du Nord 61 (1979)， pp. 543-569. Martina 
Knichel， Geschichte des Fernbesitzes der Abtei Prum in den heutigen Niedel'lan・
den， in del' Picαrdie， in Revinヲ Fumayund Pepin soωie in Awans und Loncin 
( Mainz ， 1987 ) ( Quellen und Abhandlungen zur mittelrheinischen 
?????
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tyques，77 the results of these efforts were written records whose me-
dium of transmission unwillingly made explicit a new conceptuali-
sation of action. How new this concept was becomes clear when it is 
measured against the patterns that had informed agricultural pro-
duction in the previous centuries of the early Middle Ages 
Up until the seventh century， many settlements in western， north-
ern and eastern Europe can be imagined to have been clusters of 
residential kin and neighbourhood groups among whom production 
was mainly， though not exclusively， done for local consumption.叩
Yet there was also a high dεgree of self-organisation among the set-
tlers among whom orality will most 仕equentlyhave been the stan-
dard of communication. Their dependence on natural rhythms for 
local agricultural production inducむd them to rely on localised 
Kirchengeschichte. ;)6.) Luclolf Kuchenbuch， Bauel'lichθGesellschαfi und Klostel'-
herrschαft im 9. ，Jahrhundert. Studici! zur Sozialstrulitur der F，ωnilia der Abtei 
Prum (Wiest凶den，1978). Yoshiki Morirnoto， .しepolyptyque de Prum， n'a-t・il
pas ete interpol♂， in: Le Moyen Age 92 (1986)， pp. 26;)-276. Morimo叫to伐， ..Un 1 
日spectdu c10maine de l'、abb，日仰1:ザyede P仏r‘首廿ma la f抗indu IXe s旧ieωclee“t pendant la r，問'e-
nuere mοωit討iedu Xe s幻iecle
Mo削rimo悦to仏匂 .C‘O印n】日山8剖idωera白汎柑ti仙](叩o川nsnOU¥i口、v噌叫el必e凹S只叩urle拙s，グVl汁削le拙set cωampagnesぜ， dans le CIω0-
Jn3氾inede Prum au haut Moyen Age 
Vれil印 et c 日ηmψp αIj11山附II附e氏α IMo.の:ve叩nAg伊許z詐戸e.Melanges G. D何P.Y(Li 色ge， 1991)， pp. 515 ・531. 
Morimoto， . Die Becleutung des Prumer Urbars fur die heutige Forschung“， in: 
Heiner Nolden， ed.， ，anno u抑制 incamatiDCCCXCIll ('onscriptllm'. 1m J，日hre
des Hel'rn 8.93 geschrieben. 1100 Jahre Prumer Urbar (Trier， 1993)， pp. 127-136. 
KlallS Petry， . Die Geldzinse im Prumer Urbar von 893" ， in: Rheinische Viertel-
jαhrsblatter fi2(198S)， pp. 16-42‘lVIatthias Willwersch， Die Grundherl'schaft des 
Klost仰が Prurnfirst and party prillted as Diss. Phil. (University of Berlin， 
1912)1， newly ed. by Ingo Schwab， Heiner Nolden (Trier， 1989) 
i The texts conおultedfor tbis chapteJ' are the polyptyques of Moutierender， 
PrUIl1， Reims， Saint-Germain-c1es-Pr色sand Saint-Maur-des-Fosses， qlloted in 
note 73 
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rather than centralised measurements of space and time.79 Finally， 
the're were a plethora of local styles and rules， which covered a 
number of neighbouring settlements but hardly larger areas.80 Un-
der these conditions， agricultural production consisted mainly of US-
ing the bounties of nature under the constraints of its vagaries. The 
essential goal of agricultural production， the harvesting of crops， 
could be taken to have been predetermined as a feature of the di-
vinely willed world.81 But the goal w剖 consideredto be attainable 
刊 Fora discussion of some archaeological evidence see: Christopher J. Arnold， 
“rerritories and Leadership"， in: S. T. Driscoll， M. R. Nieke， eds， Powerαnd 
Politics in Early Medieval Brit，αinαnd 1.陀 land(Edinburgh， 1988)， pp. 111-127. 
On the activities of Roman professional traders in Central and Northern Europe 
see: Gerhard DiIcher， ，‘Marktrecht und Kaufmannsrecht in Fruhmittelalter"， 
in: Klaus Duwel， Herbert Jankuhn， Harald Siems， Dieter Timpe， eds， Unter-
suchungen zu H，αndel und Verkehr der vor-und fi'uhgeschichtlichen Zeit in 
Mittel-und Nordeuropa， Part II (Gottingen， 1985)， pp. 392刷397(Abhandlung，巴n
der Akademie der Wissenschaften in G批tingen，Philol.-Hist. Kl. 3. F. 150.) Jur-
gen Kunow， Negotiαtor et vectura. Handler und Transport im F.陀ienGermαnien 
(Marburg， 1980) (Kleine Schriften des Vorgeschichtlichen Seminars Marburg. 6.) 
Kunow， . Zum Handel mit romischen Importen in der Germania libera“， in: 
Klaus Duwel， Herbe此 Jankuhn，Harald Siems， Dieter Timpe， Harald Siems， 
Dieter Timpe， eds， Untersuchungen zu Handel und Verkehr in vor-und fruh-
geschichtlicher Zeit in Mittel・undNordeuropa， Part 1 (G品ttingen1985)， p.430-
459 CAbhandlungen der Akademie der Wissenschaften in Gottingen， Philol.-Hist. 
Kl. 3. F. 143.) Harald Siems， . Die Organisation der Kaufleute in der Merow-
ingerzeit nach den Leges"， in: Herbert Jankuhn， Else Ebel， eds， Untersuchun-
gen zu H，αndel und Verkehr der vor-und fトuhgeschiehtlichenZeit in Mittel-und 
Nordeuropa， Part VI (G品ttingen，1989)， pp. 62・145(Abhandlungen der Akade-
mie der Wissenschaften zu Gottingen， Philol.-Hist. Kl. 3. F. 183.) 
79 Kleinschmidt， Understanding the Middle Agω(note 16)， pp. 17島20.
削 For textiles see， among others: Hayo Vierck，“Trachtenkunde und 
Trachtengeschichte in der Sachsen時Forschung"， in: Claus Ahrens， ed.， Sachsen 
und Angelsachsen (Hamburg， 1978)， pp. 231・270.
81 See: Haymo of Halberstadt， De vαriet，αte librorum， cap. II/50・51，ed. by 
Jacques-Paul Migne， p，αtrologiae curs附 completus.Series Latina， vol. 118， col. 
???
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the more easily， the more readily the production processes were 
kept in accordance with the environmental conditions and the natu欄
ral rhythms， even when they were unfavourable to the attainment 
of the goal. ln other words， early medieval agricultural production 
processes up to the eighth century followed a concept of action in 
which factors with a potentially detrimental effect on goal-
attainment were regarded or even respected as givens and inte姻
grated into rather than eliminated from the production processes. 
At the turn of the eighth century， Charlemagne inserted stipula-
tions into his Capitulare de villis目 tothe effect that constant stocks 
of food should be kept in the royal vills and at other places at which 
itinerant rulers might stop over削 Here，then， goals for action were 
set in writing and the ruler expected obeisance by the stipulations 
of the capitulary. Neither Charlemagne nor the ninth-century 
polytyques broke with these patterns. But they added two impor-
tant aspects to the conceptualisation of action. One was writing as 
the means of production control.日 Theother was centralisation. The 
combination of both aspects added to the significance of goal働
attainment and prornoted a change of agricultural work ethics. ln 
itself， the written record of agricultural production was ambivalent. 
917-918. 
問 Cα:pitulα問 devilis司 cap.70， ed. by Alfred Boretiu8， Capitularia regum Fran-
corutn， vol. 1. no 32 (Hanover， 1883)匂 p.87 (Monumenta Germaniae Historica， 
Capitularia re尽1mFrancorum. 1.) 
同 Seeon itinerant rulers: Gerhard Baaken， Roderich Schmidt， Konigtum， Bur-
gen llnd Konigsfi'('ie. 10ヲnir:;sumritt1l1d Huldir:;llng川 ottonisch-salischerZ，日t，2 
nd ed. (Sigmaringen， 1981) (Vortrage und Forschungen， herausgegeben vom 
Konstanzer Arbeitskreis fur mittelalterlich巴 Geschichte.6.) lfirst published 
(Constance， 1961)!. I. W. Bernhardt、ltinerantKingship and Royal Mon口steries
inEmかMedievalGermαn.y (Cambridge， 1993)‘ 
削 Forthe general background see note 5 and: Michael T. Clanchy， From Mem-
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For it reproduced， as the scribes of the Prum polyptyque occasion幽
ally admitted， incomplete data or norms of crop yield， output of 
manufactured goods and provision of manual service that were not 
met because exemptions had been granted.B5 The holdings of the 
monasteries continued to be widely dispersed and were inhabited by 
a substantive variety of types of groups for whose members distinct 
norms were in e釘ect.The polyptyques contain evidence that the ad-
ministrators paid frequent respect to the various special legal stat鴫
uses of the peasant servants to which reference was made through 
the formula secundum ordinem suum，86 The formula served as a 
means to re∞gnise the empirical fact that the conditions of service 
were usually defined through personal bonds and ties rather than 
the outflow of general legislation. Thus the effect of the norms was 
low as their general application upon the several different types of 
groups was di節cultto engineer. Nevertheless， the compilers of the 
data as well as the monastic administrators had a notion of norms 
of crop yield， output of manufactured goods and manual service， by 
which they wanted the peasant farmers under their control to abide， 
and they took it for granted that these norms should be met con-
tinuously through the year， irrespective of the vagaries of nature 
。ηtoWritten Record (Oxford， 1992). Adam J. Kosω，Mαking Agreements in Me-
dieval Gαtαloniα. Power， Order and the Written Word (Cambridge， 2001). Hagen 
Keller， Klaus Grubmuller， eds， P，噌 mαtischeSchriftlichkeit im Mittelalter (Mu-
nich， 1992). For studies specificaly related to the polyptyques see: Hagermann， 
“Bemerkungen" (note 75). Kuchenbuch，“Achtung" (note 75). Yoshiki Morimoto， 
. Le polyptyque de MontieI可IトDer“，in: Patrick Corbet， ed.， Les moιnes du Der. 
673-1790 (Langres， 2000)， p. 171-172. 
師 Seefor cases of deviations or exemptions fぬmstandard日inthe Prum polyp-
tyque， among others， fol. 7 v， 8 v， 9 r， 12 r (ed. Schwab， note 73， p. 164， 169， 
170，17). 
師 Prumpolyptyque， among others， fol. 12 r， 13 v (ed. Schwab， note 73， p.176， 
180， 181). 
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釘ldof the physical condition of the working people. Hence the com-
pilers of the data for the polyptyques and the monastic administra-
tors displayed their willingness to focus agricultural production on 
the attainment of goals which had not been predetermined by the 
divinity through the creation of the world but that were human-
made and executed through precise supervision. From the same 
time， archaeological finds provide indirect evidence for trade in 
mass and bulky goods， such as wood， pottery， mill stones， glass， 
weapons， jewels and textiles.B7 These activities， like the at旬mptsto 
enforce standards of production， could be conducted successfully 
only under the condition that goal-attainment was given priority. 
there was then interconnecting and， from the eighth century， even 
networking trade， which could cover long distances and included 
even spices of lndian origin as trading gOOdS.88 Even if the vagaries 
of nature could not be circumvented and exemptions had to be 
granted， the written norms of crop yield， output of manufactured 
goods and manual service provided the lasting standard by which 
success or failure of the production could be measured.官lePrum 
polyptyque provides evidence for the care and the speed with which 
前 Notein the Prum polyptyque， fo1.9 r (ed.Schwab， note 73， p.170). The note 
includes the warning that persons intending to act otherwise should know that 
they were offending the omniscient divinity even if their lack of loyalty re-
mained undiscovered by the monastic lords. See on the trading goods: St邑phane
Lebecq， Marchands et nauig，αteurs fトisonsal haut Moyen Age， vol. 1 (Lile， 1983). 
Heiko Steuer，“Der Handel der Wikingerzeit zwischen Nord-und Westeuropa 
aufgrund archaologischer Zeugni自se"，in: Klaus Duwel， Herbert Jankuhn， Har-
ald Siems， Dieter百mpe，eds， Untersuchungen zu Handel und Verkehr der uor-
und f'ruhgeschichtlichen Zeit in Mittel司 undNordeuropα， Part IV (Gottingen， 
1987)， p. 131-179 (Abhandlungen der Akademie der Wissenschaften in Gottin-
gen， Philol.-Hist. Kl. 3. F. 156.) 
制 See:Georg Jacob， Arabische Berichte uon Gesαndten αngermαnÌl~che Fursten-
hofe allS dern 9. und 10. Jahrhundert (Berlin， 1927) . 
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these norms were set. Unlike the time-consuming production of the 
solemn charters of the previous centuries of the early Middle Ages， 
the making of the polyptyques with their detailed information on 
the names and duties of dependent peasants made sense only if the 
entries， whenever and however the data were assembled， were 
made accessible to monastic administrators. Thus the making of the 
polyptyques in its own right already testifies to the willingness of 
the monastic administrators to set goals for themselves and instru-
mentalise the processes of action. The degree of goal-attainment 
was high: When the original manuscript of the late ninth-century 
of the Prum polyptyque was edited in the thirteenth century， few 
changes were entered into the edited version附
Similarly， the centralisation of control set new demands for the 
regularisation of production. The monastic in日titutionsas major 
land holde1's not only depended on the supply of food from the peas-
ant fa1'me1's under thei1' cont1'ol but also needed to maintain agricul-
tural production as well as manufacturing In a variety of secto1's 
which we1'e not connected with the production of food. Most impor-
tant in this context were the religious services of the monasteries， 
which demanded the provision of ce1'tain organic materials at regu-
la1' interγals， such as wax and animal skin. It was thus mandato1'Y 
to oblige peasant farme1's to deliver the demanded produce at 1'e伊1-
la1' intervals. Again， the degree of goal attainment became measur-
附 Caesarius，the thirteenth-century editor of the Prum polyptyque， fol. 51 r (ed. 
Schwab， note 73， p.259)， remarked that， 329 years after the completion of the 
original manuscript， woodlands had disappeared， new villages had been founded， 
mills had been built and new lands had been made ready fo1' cultivation. Cf. : 
Kuchenbuch， . Achtung" (note 75). Yoshiki Morimoto， "Le commentai1'e de Ce-
saire (1222) sur le polyptyque de Prum (893)"， in: Reuue belge de philologie et 
d'histoire 69 (1990)， p. 261-290. 
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able against出enorms recorded in the polyptyques.9o 
It is difficult 加 determinewith precision which measures were 
taken to advance the degree of goal-attainment of agricultural pro鴫
duction in the monastic holdings of the ninth and subsequent centu-
ries. But there are a number of indicators showing that the output 
of agricultural produce increased during the ninth and tenth centu-
ries. Thus the yield ratio of key crops such as rye went up although 
this may have been due to the improvement of climatic conditions 
at the time.91 Other sources contirm that this outcome resulted 企om
a new work ethics， which emphasised the consistency of tieldwork 
and the necessity of supervision and contro1.92 
。nSee above note 86. 
川 Lacroissanceα:gricole du hαut Moyen. Age (Auch， 1990). P. Galetti，“Un caso 
particolare. Le prestazioni d'opera nei contratti agrari piacentni dei secoli VIII-
X"， in: Vito Fumagalli， ed.， Le prestαzion.i d'opera nelle campα:gn.e italiane del 
Medioevo (Bologna， 1987)， pp. 69-103. Ludolf Kuchenbuch，句enelaborare. Zur 
Sinnordnung der Arbeit， ausgehend vom Cα:pitulαre de vilis“， in: Bea Lund， 
Helma Reimり1Ier，eds， Von Aufbruch und Utopie. Perspektiven einer neuen Ge-
sellschaftsgeschichte des Mittelalters. Fur und mit Ferdinαnd Seibt (Cologne， 
1992)， pp. 337-352. Bernard Hendril王Slichervan Bath， Yield Rαtios. 810 -1210 
(Wageningen， 1963) (Landbouwhogeschool， Afdeling Agrarische Geschiedenis. 
Bijdragen 10，) Slicher van Batb， •• The Yields of Dif汀ferentCrop自
tωonc叩αne即erlα仰nιd必lic叩α2(は19関67わ)， pp. 26-106. For a precise account of the climatic 
changes of the period see: Ernst Hollstein， Mitteleuropaische Eichenchronologie 
(Mainz， 1980)朝
山 AtωofVercelli， Polypticllln， cap. 9， ed. by Jacqu邸時PaulMigne， p，αtrologiae 
cursus completus. Series Latina， vol. 134， col. 869. Rectitudines singulαrum per-
sonarwn， ed. by Liebermann， Gesetz沼 (note20)， pp. 444-453. Gerela， ed. by Lie-
bermann， Gesetze (note 20)， pp. 453-455. See for studies of medieval work eth-
ics: Dieter Hagermann， "Technik im fruhen Mittelalter zwischen 500 und 1000"， 
in: Hagermann， Helmuth Schneider， Lαndbαu und Handwerk. 750 v. Chr. bis 
1000 n. Chr. (Berlin， 1997)， pp. 317-345 (Propylaen Technikgeschichte. 1.) Ferdト
nand Seibt， Glanz llnd Elend des Mittelalters (Berlin， 1987). James Carson Web-
ster， The Lαbors ol the Month in Antiqlle αnd Medieval Art to the End ol the 13'/0 
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Moreover， the polyptyques were not unique in their own time. In 
contexts other than the rural economy， normative as well as de-
scriptive sources exist from the late ninth and early tenth centuries 
showing that rulers were willing to establish norms whose applica司
tion they sought to control centrally. These sources record aspects of 
the deumce policy of the kings of Wessex and of Saxony who appear 
to have been determined to erect defence works against armed im-
migrants from Scandinavia (the so-called Vikingsl and East Central 
Europe (the Magyarsl."" These defense works were built， manned 
Century (Princeton， Evanston， 1938) (Princeton Monographs in Art and Archae-
ology. 21 = Northwestern University Studies in the Humanities守 4.)
開 Burghα1Hidage， ed. by Agnes Jane Robertson， Anglo-Saxon Chαrters (Cam-
bridge， 1939)， pp. 246-249 [2'" edition (Cambridge， 1957)]. Widukind of Corvey， 
Rerum gestarum Saxonicarllm. lib門 III，cap. I135， ed. by Paul Hirsch， Hans-
Eberhard Lohmann (Hanover， 1935)， pp. 48-49 (Monumenta Germaniae His 
torica， Scriptores Rerum G.ermanicarul11 in usum scholarul11 separatil11 editi. 60.) 
Janet M. Bately， ed.， The Anglo-S日正onChronicle， vol. 3: MS A， s.a. 893 (Cam-
bridge， 1986)， pp. 55-56 
刷 Seefor studies of these defense schemes: Richard P. Abels， Lordship and 
Milita1:Y Obligation in Anglo-Saxon England (Berkeley， Los Angeles， 1988)， pp. 
48-57. Nicholas Brooks，“Arms， Status and Warfare in Late Anglo戸Saxo!1Eng-
land"， in: David Hill， ed.， Ethelred the Unl'eady (Oxford， 1978)， pp. 81-103 
(British Archaeological Reports. Bl'itish Series‘59司)David lIil， Alexander R. 
Rumble， eds. The Defense of' Wι回以 (M日nchester，New York， 1996). Kurt-Ulrich 
Jaschke， BUl'genbau und Landesverteidigllng 11m 900 (Sigmaringen‘1975) (Vor-
trage und Forschungen， herausgegeben vom Konstanzer Arbeitskreis fur l11ite-
lalterliche Geschichte. Sonderband 16.) Margaret Gellin必‘'ThePlace-Names 
Burton and Variants"， in: Sonia Chadwick Hawke人 ed.， Hli叩pOIlSand W，口rf'are
in Anglo-Saxon England (Oxford， 1989)， pp. 145-148. Eric John宅“明Tarand Soci-
ety in the Tenth Centuryヘin・Transactionso/' the R(~yal Historical Socie~y ， 
Fifth Series 27 (1977)， pp. 173-195. Karl Ley回1'， "Early Medieval Warfare"， in: 
Janet Cooper， ed.， The Battle of' M日ldon(London， 1993)‘pp. 87-108 Irepr. in 
Leyser， Communicationαnd Power in Medieual Europe， ed. by Timothy Reuter 
(London， Rio Grande， 1994)， pp. 29-50]. Else Roesdahl， ed.， WiJunger， W，臼rager，
Normannen (Mainz， 1992) 
?
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and controlled under central commands in both kingdoms.91 The 
sources displayed the kings of Wessex and of Saxony as rulers over 
land and people who were placed in charge of supervising the build-
ing as well as the guarding and maintaining of the defensive for-
tresses.'" These defense works were supplemented by mobile units 
that could be dispatched to places where the highly mobile immト
grant armies appeared.9G The joint command over the mobile forces 
and the fortresses made the coordination of defense efforts possible 
and effectively constrained the range of activity of the armed immi-
grants. Thus the goal of defending wide stretches of land and vari-
egated types of population groups against armed immigrants ob-
tained priority over organising armed forces and constructing de-
fense work日 whichwere now reduced to mere instruments for the 
accomplishment of the set goal. This is， of course， not to say that 
early medieval warfare in the period up to the turn of the tenth 
century had been conducted without war aims set in advance of 
military action. Indeed， war aims al'e on l'ecord 合omthe early pe-
l'iod but， contral'y to the goal pursued by the defense systems in 
Wes日exand in Saxony at the turn of the tenth century， the previous 
types of war aims appear to have been focused mainly on the irト
crease， the maintenance or the prevention of the change of the so・
cial status of rulers and combatants前 ratherthan on the defense or 
conquest of terl'itories."H The foeusing of war aims on the indefinite 
processe臼 ofeontroversIes about aequiring， keeping and avoiding 
出 Explicitly待。inthe AIIHIiシSaxonChronicle (note 9:3)， p.56. 
5川 Abel凡 Lordship(noto 94)‘pp.63-66 
(r，~ See、forexample: Ang!o-S口xonChronicle (note 93)， s.a‘ 755， p. 36-37. Grか
gory of Tour人 LibriHistoriarum X， cap. II3， ed. by Bruno Krusch， Wilhelm 
Levisol1 Uianover， 1951)‘p. 9f:l (Monumenta Germaniae Historica， Scriptores re-
rum Mcrovingicaru日1.1，1.) 
t川Earlymedioval conquerors今 withthe exception of Charlemagne， who was note-
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loss of status had been more favourable to the process-orientation of 
action than the territorial defense schemes which were organised as 
finite actions in a peculiar situation and in pursuit of a short-term 
goal. From the turn of the tenth century， itwas thus assumed， 
though not always correctly事 thata defensive action was completed 
with the accomplishment of its goal. Hence， the degree of success of 
keeping enemy forces at bay or even repelling them could be meas-
ured more easily than the accomplishment of the previous aims of 
acquiring， keeping or preventing changes of the status of rulers and 
combatants. Therefore， the actions pursued through the late ninth-
and early tenth白centurydefense schemes carried with them a 
higher degree of goal-orientation than previous military actions had 
done. 1n these respects， the rationality of action was determined 
more frequently in terms of goal-attainment than in the previous 
centuries of the early Middle Ages. 
The newly cherished goaJぉo1'ientationof action became the hallmark 
of the socio-economic o1'ganisation of town出andcities from the eleト
enth century. To be su1'e， neither trade no1' the manufacturing of 
goods for markets were inventions of the u1'ban communities of this 
or subsequent centuries. However， during the early Middle Ages up 
until the eighth century， p1'oduction and dist1'ibution as processes 
had matte1'ed mo1'e than market supply as a goal of action. This 1'e陣
lationship was reversed through the increa自己 of significance 
awarded to the goal-orientation 合omthe later ninth century. The 
urban traders and producers began to act fo1' the end of supplying 
ma1'kets which became eve1' mo1'e often defined in te1'ms of local as 
worthy for the wars 01' conquest of the Saxons and their subjection to continl1ous 
Frankish rule， hardly used military victori(出 un'the purpose of establishing bu-
reaucratic control over the popul日tiongroups which they had subjeeted to their 
rule. Kleinschmidt， Understanding the Middle Agω(note 16)， p. 166-171‘ 
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well as of interdependent product markets that could span the en帯
tire old world 01' the trトcontinentalecumene.附
5. Conclusion 
In summary， ithas been shown that the twentieth喧centurytheorists 
of action were not justified in assuming that the concept of action 
can be defined without respect for conceptual change. Instead， the 
historicity of the concept of action has been demonstrated and some 
m勾01'changes have been described in this essay. Much of the early 
medieval period was governed by a concept of action that was fo-
cused on processes.'州 Thatis to say that the specification of motives 
received less attention and the measurement of the degree of goal-
attainmunt cal'ried with it 1e品目 significancethan the structuring and 
maintenance of the processes of action. The rationality of actions 
was thus determined in ways that differed from those admitted by 
twentieth岬centurytheorIsts of action. Whereas in the twentieth cen舗
tury， theorists of action took for granted that rational actions oc-
問
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附 Fora recent survey see: .JanωLippman Abu-Lughod. Before European He-
gemoll'y (Oxford， NむwY削ー k，1989)，
1川 Scefor studic話。fthe procesH-ol'ientedncRs 01' action in situations which have 
not been l'eviewed he1'e， Sl1ch as penitence: Hubertus Lutte1'bach，“Intentions-
oder Tathaftunι? Zum Bl同 verst品目dnisin dcn friihmittelalterlichen Bussbu-
chern"， in: Friihmittel日ZterlicheStwlien 29 (1995)， p. 120-143. Lutterbach 
maintaillS that句 inthe e証rlymedieval Irish penitentials， a concept of penitence 
becomm< pxplicit which assoGIates sin with the proces付。fan evil action in conω 
junctiol1 with anい!iJintpltiol whoreas the ancient Chri川i日npenitential litera-
ture had defined sin 801ely in terms of actions with an evil intention. S臼imi孔larly，
Cha加r、恥t討< Ra削dd出illi払;~、 6“叫'1'、heE恕:νυωlut“iοn(ο)1' ~釦M叫'lf刷h刊刊寸t仁dωj泊l訂ìe，、val 島1¥1<-、明ntωalitip刊哨符ρ句 in:Ame作2中r行'Ic日nHis-
toricai RCl'iew 8:3 (1978)， pp， f>77町5~)7 ラ has argued that剖 rlymedieval mentality 
was character:i間dby a lack of attentiol1 paid to intentIons of制:tions.
? ?
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curred in communicative situations， were conducted towards goals 
set by the acto1's themselves and under conditions whe1'e the suc-
cess 01' failu1'e of actions could be measu1'ed by obse1'ving persons in 
te1'ms of the degree of goal陶attainment，early medieval actions were 
conside1'ed to be rational under the conditions that p1'oces日eswere 
chosen towa1'ds the accomplishment of goals which were believed to 
have been imposed by exogenous factors and that actors rega1'ded 
the processes of their actions not primarily as instrumental to the 
accomplishment of goals but as a value in themselves. Oral commu何
回cationfeatu1'ed fil叫 and fo1'emost in many p1'oce白日esdu1'ing the 
early Middle Ages and served purposes of the fostering of social 
bonds and ties among membe1's of kin， neighbourhood and contrac-
tual group臼.A自 per日onscould be membe1's In various types of 
groups simultaneously， they could expect to be able to 1'ely on het自
erodynamic modes of behaviour and 1'eeeive as臼i日tancein t.heir at情
t.empts to conduct p1'ocesses of action in aecordance with the local 
conditions of life and the natural rhythms of growth as ¥vell as de明
cay and hope to be able to use the bounties of natu1'e although be-
ing exposed to its vaga1'ies. Thi日attitudetowards action was suit嶋
able in a social and physical envi1'onment in which the la1'gest pa1't 
of the ear1y medieval population consisted of peasant farmers and 
was engaged in the p1'oduction of ag1'ieultu1'al c1'ops， manufactu1'ing 
goods， largely fo1' local consumption， and providing mandatory serv-
ice to their lords. The attitude was also app1'op1'iate in a world in 
which， up to the seventh century， long血distancemigratiol1 across 
several gene1'ations loomed large. Unde1' these ci1'cumstances， the 
integration of pe1'sons into gToups was vital and demanded the sub嶋
o1'dination of personal inte1'ests， wishes and desi1'es to the demands 
of the g1'oup. 
? ? ?
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gradual replacement by movements of the intemal colonisation of 
nearby woodland areas from the seventh century， action had to be 
reconceptualised. While process圃orientationcontinued to have high-
est significance down to the ninth centmγ， the desire to accomplish 
goals set by the actors themselves increased as agriculture became 
more intensive and was extended to less favourable soils in uphill 
locations. The transformation of village communities into settle-
ments of dependent peasants and the emergence of classes of land-
holders consisting of secular aristocrats and church institutions en-
forced a division of labour between producers and consumers of ag-
ricultural p1'oducts. Specifically， church institutions were in need of 
a steady supply fo1' produce 仕omtheir dependent peasants whom 
they expected to provide food as well as certain goods necessary for 
the performance of religious duties. The late ninth-century polyp-
tyques together with contemporary normative and narrative sources 
put on record the injection of more goal-orientation of action into 
agricultural production， the emergence of a new agricultural work 
ethics and central cont1'ol over land and people. 
?????
官leinjection of a higher degree of goal帽orientationof action in the 
ninth century sparked an agricultural revolution， which in tum con-
tributed to an increase in yield ratios and the enlargement of Iocal 
markets for agricultural products. Up until the tenth century， trade 
remained mainly managed trade while it did become more supply-
oriented. From the eleventh century， ever more producers and trad-
ers gathered in autonomous settlements categorised as towns and 
cities where processes of action became instrumental to the attain-
ment of goals. Some of the late medieval theorists of action who re-
cast the focus of theorising from process-orientation to goal-
orientation of action worked in an urban setting or wrote for an es剛
sentially urban audience and thus defined the widening urban-rural 
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divide in terms of the readiness of only the urban actors to orient 
their actions towards self-imposed goals and reduce the role of proc-
esses to instruments of goal-attainment. 
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